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ABSTRACT
The present work 18 a theoretical discussion of
communication through noisy channels in cascade. The point
of view adopted for that d1scu8s1on 1s that of information
theory. After a general discussion of ohannels in cascade,
the dependenoe of the cascade performance on two factors 1s
stUdied in detail by considering suitable examoles. These
factors are, respectively. the delay allowed at the tnter-
mediate station and the intermediate station transfer char-
acteristi0. In the course of these discussions, a technique
for cons true tlng a double and a triple error correc tinE!.' cod.e
1s indicated. Th1e technique is generalized and forme the
basis of a oonstructive proof of Shannonls theorem 1n the
case of the binary channel.
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Chapter I
INTRODUOTION',
1.1 Historioal Remarks
The purpose or this seotion 19 to draw the attention
of the reader to (lome major oontributions J 1:;he results of
which are repeatedly used in this thesis. lror a deta1led
history of 1nformat1on theory, the reader if! referred to the
11terature.(1,2)
During the last two deoades, a lat'ge number of new
modulation methode were developed. We may mention frequency
modulat1on, phase modulation and the family of pulse modula-
tion method! Buoh 89 P.A.M o , P.D.M., P.P.M, and p.e.M. This
Budden wealth ot design poselbl11tlee led to 8 reexamination
of the fundamental aspeots of the oommunlcat1on problem, and,
as it 18 usual in scienoe, the answer wae found in a more
abetraot approaoh. A major step was aohieved when Norbert
'W1ener pointed out that the oommunication problem is eseentlal1.y
etatletloal in nature. He also defined, tor a particular situa-
tion, 8 measure of the rate or trensmlBslon of information. In
faot I Hartley J 111 8 muoh ear11er paper pointed out that the
measure of information should involve the logarithmic function.
Another fundamental oontr1bnt1on was that of C. E. Shannon
whose 1948 paper presented a complete theory and the derivation
of 8 number or basic theorems among whioh the "fundamental
theorem" 1s the most important and by tar the most interesting •
For ease or referenoe let us state it here:
"Let a ohannel hAve the oepao1ty C and a Bouroe
the entropy per eeoond H. If H ~ a, there exlstB a oodlng
system Buoh that the output of the souroe oan be transmitted
over the ohannel with an arbitrarily smell frequenoy of error.
If H ;> a, it 1s posa1ble to encode the source BO that the
eq\11vooat1on 18 lese thAn H - C of- E. where Eo is arbitrarily
small. There 1e no method of enood1ng wh10h glvee an equlvo~
cation Ieee than H - c. "(6,7)
It should be stressed that the proof of this theorem
is non-construotive.
In the last few years the interest in the theory
grew larger and now many papers have been and are being pub-
lished. Many conoepte have been made olear and some problems
have been solved. No paper, however, has yet dealt with the
problem or ohannele in oasoade r~om the information theory point
ot view whioh 1s the purpose or the present work.
1.2 Terminology
In information theory, the terminology is still somewhat
fluid. It 1s therefore important to start by defining oarefully
some of the terms whioh will oocur repeatedly.
For Blmp11clty, we aSBume that the purpose of a oom-
munlostlon system is to reproduoe BS olosely as possible a
message generated at some oth~r point. The message 19 defined
as a sequence of symbols. We assume furthermore that the mes-
sages oonsist or 8 sequence of statistically independent Bym~
bois.
In order to transmit a sym~ol or a group or symbols,
the transmitter controls the evolution in time of 8 suitable
physioal phenomenon. The evolution in time corresponding to
a partioular symbol (or group ot symbols) i8 oompletely
desoribed by a funotion of time, whioh is oalled a 9igna~. For
bandllmited ohannels, a signal ms.y be completely desoribed by
(8'2TW equidistant samples, where T 1s the duration of the signal
and W the bandwidth. There 18 8 one-to-one oorrespondence
between the symbols and the signals at the transm1tter. In
general, the transmitted signal is modified by some k1nd of random
dlsturbsnoe which is referred to 88 noise. If the transmitted
symbols form 8 finite set and if the ohannel's output symbole
(by the ohannel's output we mean the output of the receiver;
in other words, the channel includes the receiver) form also
a finite set, the channel 1s said to be disorete. It should
be pointed out that, ln many disorete channels, the reoe1ved
signals (that is the signals, distorted by nolse, as they enter
the reoe1ver) form an infinite eet but the reoeiver operates
on them in such 8 way that the ohannel's output 1s d18orete,
that 1s oonsists or symbols belonging to a tlnl'te set., This
1s the case or a teletypewr1ter system for example. It the
ohannel's output symbols form an infinite eet, that 1s the
output alphabet is infinite, the channel is said to be con-
tlnuous.
1.3 Channels in Casoade
, ~.~ Cascaded channels are very often used in praotice.
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Their use 18 made neoessary beoauee, as in miorowave links,
the eleotromagnetl0 waves do not follow the ourvature of the
earth or, 8e ~n ooaxial oables, beoauee the attenuation Buffered
by the signal beoomee prohibitive when the d1etanoe beoomes
large. The designer 1s then foroed to break up the ohannel AB
into a o8Boade ot ohannels AP1 , PIP2' 0 •• Po_lB. We shall oal1
1th "intermediate station" the assemblage or the :lth channel
reoeiver and the (i + l)th ohannel transmitter.
The large number of miorowave links reof~ntly built
enhanoes the desirability of a discussion of ohanllels in 08BOaf1e
trom the point of view of information theory. Designers know
that in cascaded channels it 1s important to use modulation
systems exhibiting noise reducing properties Buch ne F.M. and
From the information theory point or view, there 18 a
very important difference between the problem or tranem1ttlng
informat1on through a single ohennel and that or transmitting
information through 8 oasoade of ohannele. In the f1ret case,
the transmitter has all the information to be transmitted;
whereas, in the seoond case, (exoept tor the flret transmitter)
the information which is available to each transmitter (to be
preolee information about what was transmitted by the first
tranemltter) is no more in the form of a symbol but rather in
the form ot a set, of a-posteriori probabilit1es. We should
therefore expeot to find that the manner in whloh the inter-
mediate station operates will be very important for the per-
formanoe of the oaeaade.
1.4 The Present Work
(8) Purpose
As stated earlier, the purpoee of the work presented
in the following ohapters is a theoretioal d1BouBBlon of the
problem of oommun1oation through noiBY ohannele in casoade,
and the point of view adopted tor that disoussion 1s ttlat of
1nformation theory.
(b) Results
The invest1gation wae divided in three parts oor-
reepond\ng respect1vely to Chaptere II, III and IV. In Chap-
ter II, the problem of oasoaded noisy channels 1s disoussed
in general te~mB. It is shown that the channel oapaoity of
the oasoade 1e emaller than the ohannel oapaoity of any of the
oaBoaded channels. Ae an illustration of the theory. a 08S-
oade of p.e.M. ohannels is oompared to a oasoade of oontinuous
ohannels. The reeultB are beet summarized by Fig. 11.1 and
Fig. II.?
In Chapter III, we try to rind out hOW muoh the ByS-
tern performance oan be improved by lnoresslng the delay allowed
at eaoh lntermediate statlon. In all oases under discussion
the intermediate station either retransmits the signal having
the largest a-posteriori probability or retransmits the re-
oeived signal as it le. The d1eoues1on is oarr1ed out in two
oases: oontinuous ohannels affeoted by gauBA1an ado1t1ve noise
and binAry channelB. In both caees, the gain in performanoe
18 very important. Perhaps the moot interesting result of
6.
Chapter III 18 the oonstructive proof of Shannon's fundamental
theorem for the binary ohannel.
In Chapter IV we optimize the intermediate station
transfer oharacteristic, the allowed delay and the average re-
transmitted power being kept oonetant. The formAl treatment
leads to equat10ns that are not eoluble in general. However
in the oaee of gaueslan additive noise and for sample by sample
retransm1ssion at the intermediate station, it is shown that the
optimum 1nput probability density 18 gaussian and that the re-
ceived sample should be retransmitted ae it 1e by the lnter-
mediate station. The simple, but very important, oaae or a
binary ohannel in which the noise is gaussian and additive 18
oonsidered next (still assuming that a sample by sample retrans-
mission is required at the intermediate station). For simplio1ty,
the probab1lity ot error uf the equivalent ohannel 1s min1mized
in this esse. The difference between a maximum a-posteriori
probability detector and a8 "optimum" deteotor (that 1e a
deteotor which would extract all the information oontalned in
the received signal) is oomputed numerically for a simple case.
1.5 General Assumptions
For emphasis it is convenient to state at this stage
the general assumptions made throughout the theele.
The message to be transmitted consists of a sequenoe
or stat1st1os11y independent eymbola. Everything happens ae if
the symbols were independent random eeleotione from a speoified
ensemble.
j .•~
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j
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The nolBe in a partioular ohannel 18 independent of
Eaoh channel under oonsideration 1e noisy and the
noise statistios are known in eaoh partioular caee.
all the noise disturbanoes in the other channels.
;
... ~
The noise 1e independent or the signal and affeots
each ~8mple ot the e1gnal 1nL endently of the way it affeoted
J~ the previous samples.
The majority of the channels oonsidered in the follow-
ing ohapters will be built aooording to a model to be described
presently. (12)
The transmitter inoludes a storage devioe, a selector
and 8 transmitter. The storage devioe memorizes the M B1gna19-~
an alphabet ot M symbols is assumed--whloh are funot1one of
time ot durat10n T. The seleotor 1s the element whioh, aooord-
ing to the symbol that has to be transmitted, selects the
QSBoolated signal and teeds it to the transmitter.
In the majority of oases the reoeiver ot any channel
oonsiats of a oomputing element and a oomparator. The computer
determines tor each received signal the a-posteriori probabl11-
tleB that it vas oaused by the various possible transmitted
signals. The oomputer must therefore have in store all the
signal-funotions and the relevant statistical characteristics
of the noise. In many oasee the oomparator seleots the symbol
which has the largest a-posteriori probability. To desoribe
this type or rece1ver operat1on we uee the expression "maximum
a-posterior! probabi11ty operation." In some oases, the lnter-
8.
mediate station retransmits the signal as it is reoelved, eo
that its role 1s simply that of ralelng the power level of the
e1gnal. In such oaeee, the intermediate station will be re-
ferred to as a ~epe8ter.· Finally there will be 08eeB where
8 "transfer oharaoter1et1o' determines the signal to be re-
transmitted in terms ot the partioular rece1ved signal.
· [
Chapter II
CHANNELS IN CASCADE
In this ohapter, the formal1em needed for dealing
~1th ohannels in oasoade 1s developed. In part10ular it 1s
shown that, provided the transition probab1lity matrioes of
the oaeoaded ohannele are non-singular, the ohannel oapaolty
of the oQeoade may be equal to that or one or the ohannele
only if all others are noiseless. Finally a oaeoade or poe.M.
ohannels is oompared to a casoade of oontinuous ohannels oon-
neoted by repeatere.
2.1 Equivalent Channel
It 1s otten convenient to oone1der the oaec8de of
ohannels 88 a unit, that lB. to think of the cascade only in
terms of its input and output. This unit will be oalled the
equivalent ohannel. Mo:re precisely, the equivalent ohannel 1e
the ohannel which has statistioal properties identioal to those
of the casoade, at least as far 88 ita input-output relatione are
oonoerned.
At this point it should be etreBBed that the statis-
tioal propert1es ot the equ1valent ohannel depends very much
on the assumed op~rat1on of the intermediate stations. Many
examples will be presented later showing that a change in the
operat1on of the intermediate station produoes very drast10
ohange! in the pertormanoe or the eqUivalent channel. From the
point of view adopted here. ge long as the operations of the
intermediate stations are not epeolfled, the casoade ot ohannels
10.
1s not yet oompletely defined.
2.2 Disorete Channela in Casoede
Consider 8 OB80ade of n disorete ohannele. Sinoe
eaoh of these chann~ls must transmit the eame mesBsge, we aseume
other symbol, say ~ , will be received. Let this probability,
for the kth ohannel, be represented by
J being transmitted, somethat a part10ular symbol, say
that they have a common alphabet of M symbols. In eaoh channel,
appropriate signals are 888oo1ated to eaoh symbol. We assume
.
( ~-A~ that in a partiou1ar ohanne1, all elgnals have the same duration,
say T1 in the l
th ohanne1. We assume that eaoh intermediate
station operates as a ~xlmum a-posteriori probability detector.'
Under these oonditions, in addit10n to the propagation time, a
delay at least equal to Ti will OCQur in the l
th ohannel beoauBe
the receiver must have received the oomplete eignal before being
able to oompute the a-posteriori probabi11ties.
For each ohannel, on the basis or the noise statistloB
and the deooding prooedure, it i8 possible, in principle at least,
to obtain the transm1t1on probabilities, that 1s, the probability
~' I <
, .;
As there are M2 such probabilities, let them be arranged in a
square matriX Pk • More preoisely. let p(k) ( cr· a: ) belongd L
to the 1th row and the jth oolumn. Thus all the elements of a
particular row represent the probabilities that the various
symbols be reoeived when 8 particular eymbol 18 transmitted.
110
We define the operation ot the 1nt0rmedlate statione
8S follows: as soon 88 a symbol, say OL • 1s reoe1ved at
the output of the kth ohannel, it is immediately retransmitted
by the (k + l)th ohannel; thia statement holda tor k = 1, 2,
•••• n - 1.
The equlvB:Lent ohannel has all ita properties defined
J"""""A by ita transition prclbability matrix whioh is obtainable, by
the following:
Theorem: the transit10n probabil1ty matrix of the
equivalent ohannel is equal to the produot of the
transition probability matrices of eaoh channel of
the oascade; the order or the faotor matrioes 1s
identical to the order of the ohannels in the cas-
oede.
The transition probab1lity matrix P of the equivalent ohannel
w1ll be known once all its elements are known. In order to
determine the element p( ClJ I C1i ) of the i th row and the Jth
oolumn we oons1der the oompound event d:t1ned ae the Joint 00-
ourrenoe of the fol1ow1ng events: knowing that.or is sent
by the 1st ohannel transmitter,
or is received and retransmitted by the 1stLa
intermediate station
at is reoe1ved and retransmitted by the 2nd
2,
intermediate station
•
•
;.~.• M:.'..;.: .., ~
·:1
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is reoeived and retransmitted. by the (n _ l)et
intermediate station and finally OJ
oe1ved by the last reoe1ver.
19 re-
Beoause of the aSS1lmed independence of the noise in
eaoh ohannel, the probabl11t~r of the Joint event 1s equal to
~.~~ the produot of the probabilities of all lndlYidual transitiona,
henoe it 1e equal to
01 (2L (1\-I'() viltJ(, )P(\1[.10() Pl~1 I~,) · · · · .. P f1(1l.,IOi'H r U; tTi-n-,
Conaider all sequenoes of numbers ( i , (, , L l. , .... , 1,'11.</' d)
,.rhere i and j are fixed and the 1.4 I 4 ( A. -; 'J 2.. J • • ,11.-' ) ranging over
all integers trom one to M. To eaoh one of these sequences oor-
responde a oompound event and in eaoh OSBe the symbol 1s
transmitted and the symbol ~ is reoeived. As these compound
events are mutually exoluelve and form an exhaustive Bet, the
probability that ~ 1s reoeived when ~ 18 tranem~tted 19d ~
given by the sum of the probabilities of eaoh one of these
evente(13,14) thu8,
.. ~
bl, ) tp' ) ~1L-IJ (nJFIDi ICl£ (til Ier ..... (t1£ Icr: ) t) (OJ' <T{ )I t I ~-. ("'-2 I (J 1Jl-,
If we remember that p(k) ( OZk l <FI~_, ) is the element of the
1th rov end l k
th oolumn or the kth ohannel transitionk ~ 1
probabi11ty matr1x, we reoognize that the eums (1) repreBent
the elemente or a produot of matrioes, namely
. pll)
It should be stressed that the proof ot the theorem did not
require any 88Bumpt1one on the noise oharacter1gtlos of any
ohannel. The theorem would still be true if the aotual signals
used to represent a particular symbol are different in eaoh
ohannel~ But it should be kept in mind that the assumed inter-
mediate stat10n operation is eBsent1al for the validity of the
theorem.
In general the matrioes p(l) do not oommute, thus we
etate the following:
Theorem: in general the aharaoterlstlos of the equ1va-
lent ohannel depend on the order of the ehannele in the
oasoade.
In this oonnection, it 1s useful to reoall the follow-
1ng matrix property: it two matrices are hermitian (that le, if
a iJ ::: aji ) a necessary and sufficient condition that they shall
be redua1ble to the d1agonal form by the same oo111neatory trans-
formation is that they oommute. Thus if the matrices p(k) are
symmetrical and oommutable, they may be all dlagonallzed by the
same transformation. The elements or the produot matrix, in
diagonal form, are equal to the product of the eharaoter1etio
values of the faotor matrloes. As a result, the problem of
finding the product of the matrices p(k) is reduoed to that
or finding their charsoteristic values. This method w1ll
be round uBetul later on.
2.3 Channel Capaoity or the Equivalent Channel
From an information theoretical point ot view. the
most interest1ng charaoterletlc of the equivalent ohannel 1s
its ohannel oapao1ty. Simple relatione between the equivalent
ohannel ospaoliy and those of the individual ohannels do not
eeem to exist. But the equivalent ohannel of the casoade
def1ned 1n eeotlon 2.2 has 8 oapaoity limited by the rollow~
lng
Theorem: The ohannel oapaoity of the equiva-
lent channel is always smaller or equal to the
smallest channel capacity of the oasoaded
ohannels. When the tranelt1on-probabl11ty-
matrioes ot all ohannels are non-singular,
the equal sign holds only it all but one of
the channels are noiseless. An example will
show that it one or the matrices 18 singular
the equal sign may hold although all ohan~
nels are noisy.
To prove thi8 theorem we need only to investigate
the osse of two channels in oascade, for an obvious reourrenoe
I
I
I
,I
i
I
I
I
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I
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renoe reasoning will extend the result to ~ channels in oa8-
oede.
Let Cl , (C2 respectively) be the channel oapaoity
or ohannel 1 (2 respeotively); let Ce be the channel oapaolty
of the equlvslent ohannel.
Consider first the case of C 2 <Cl - Let us prove
the absurdity of the nypothesis Ce ) . °2- If it were so,
the rate at whioh information (about the input or channell)
oould be reoeived through channel 2 would be larger than 02$
Let R12 be the rate at which information (about the input of
ohannel 1) oan be reoeived through ohannel 2_ Let R22 be the
rate at Which information (about the input or ohannel 2) cal'
be received through ohannel 2. Then it 1a clear that
and if our as~umptlon
were valid, then Rl2 could be made arbitrarily 0108e to Ce -
Thus we would have
which would imply that
which has been shown to be impossible. Hence we must have
160
If' we had as Bumed 01 < °2 , the proof would be along
the same lines.
For the seoond part of the theorem, we make the
additional ass'l1mptlon that the traneltlon probability
matrioes of eaoh ohannel ere non-s1ngular. In partioular it
will be eo if ell the diagonal elements of the matrioes are
larger than i, for a theorem of J. Hadamard(16) states that
if the elements of a matrix (P1 Jl are suoh that, for all liS,
IPLJ >L. IP~j Idirt,
then the det erlnlnAnt of the matrix is pos1 t lve.
Flrst case C2~<: C1 •
The assumption Ce 2 C2 requires that the optimum
input probability p( a; ) or the equivalent ohannel must be
transformed, in going through ohannel I, into the optimum
input probability or ohannel 2. For if it were not the case,
we would have
end since
th1s would imply
wh10h would oontradict the assumption Ce ~ °2 -
Thus. for both the eqUivalent ohsnnel and ohannel 2,
\:
I:
L
t
: l:
j
~ . ~
1 •
the output probab111tJT d1Btribut1on will be ident10al and the
entropy of the output eymbol, eay ~ , will be the eame in
both oases.
S1noe
and
where ~ is the output eymbol of ohannel land, therefore 1t
is also the input symbol of channel ?, we conolude that
(4)
By definition we have
and, us1ng the previous theorem, we also have
As the tunotloft
1s a funotion of u which 1s oonvex upward, we have(17)
(6)
provided the non negative weighting faotore g1 satisfy the re-
lation
The equal sign in the inequality ooours only if all the Ul
l g
are equal or if all but one ot the gile are zero. This theorem
sllows us to wr1te, ue1r4g the notation defined by (5),
Hlaz ,o;J =-~ P(~) {2: p(j)(~ lax.) F(pW{a; ~))}
(J ~IZ 'J
or
As, in the ca~e under oonsideration, the equal sign holde,
(see Eq. (4», either all the terms p(?')( O'i. \~ ) are aqual
or, 1'or eaoh x, all but one o-r the set {p(l)( o--~ I ~ >}'j:I,Z, .. M
are equal to zero. The first poeelbl11ty 1s to be disOArded
for it would imply that the input and the output ot ohannel 2
are independent. Thus we oonolude that [p(l)( ~'~ ~
1s a un1t matrix (more preoleely, it oan be ohanged into a
un1t matrix by a su1table reordering of ita rows and columna)
henoe the ohannel is nolBelese.
Seoond oase 01 { 02.
We have to show that it Ce = 01' ohannel 2 18 no1ee-
les8.
From the results or the prel1m1nsry d1AQUss1on, 1t 19
olear that the optimum input probability of the equivalent
channel is identical to that of ohannel 1. As a result, in
both oases, the entropy of the 1nput eymbol ~ 1s the same.
By the theorem on total probability, we have
then
and
Sinoe
!~
where we use the letter r to distinguish, from the trBns1tlon
probabilities, the oond1tlonal probabilities or the input given
the output. Thus, using inequality (6), we obtain
that 1s
~ We know trom (7) tbat the equal s1gn holds. Therefore, 1n ~he
light or the prev10us discussion, the only possibility left 1s
that the matr1x [r(2)( ~ J az y1s a un1t matrix, (aga1n,
here, some reordering of the rowe or oolumna might be necessary).
In addition Bayes' theorem states that
1
;\
~I
I
.,
I
I
.'1
-:j
I
I
I:~
'.1'; ~
: ~
f
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Therefore the matrix [p(2) ( oz. \a-, J i9 also e. un!t matrix.
Thus the seoond channel 1s nolseleee.
q.e.d.
The following example shows the neoesslty or the
assumption that the transition probability matrioes are non-
singular.
ConBlder two channel~, I and II, having the respective
trans1tion probab1lity Matrices
1 0 0 0 t t 0 0
l i 0 0 t t 0 0
and
0 0 t i 0 0 J.. i2
0 0 0 1 0 0 t t
The ohannel oapaoitles are respeotively 01 = 1.32 bits/symbol
and (;2 = 1 bit/symbol.
It can be easily ver1fied that if the input symbols
ot the oasoade are equally probable, the rate or reoeption or
1nformation through the oasoade is equal to 1 bit/symbol, that
19 equal to the ohann~l oapaoity ot ohannel 2, although ohannel
1 is noisy.
The theorem Just proved la, of oourse, in aooordenoe
w1th our 1ntu'.t1ve teeling whloh is that eaoh time a signal goes
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through a noisy ohannel the equ1~ooatlon must be 1ncreaaed.
It eupport8 a180 the emplr10al notion that in 8 communioation
system consisting or oaeoaded ohannelB, for a speoified
qua11ty of transmiss10n through the system, eaoh ohannel must
satisfy more rigorous requirem~nte than the system itself.
A Tery obviouB oonsequenoe of Shannon's fundamental
theorem 1e that 1f, 1~ oontrast with What was assumed in
eeot1on 2.2, the lhtermed1ate stations were allowed an infinite
delay before retransmitt1ng any signal, the rate of reoeption
or information through the whole 0880ade oould beoome arbitrarily
close to the smallest channel oapaoity of the 08Boaded ohannels.
2.4 Cascade or Repeaters
The type or intermediate station operation assumed in
section 2.2, oaused in each ohannel, an additional delay equal
to the length or the signal used. In oertain cases, this
oumulative delay may be undesirable. It is therefore ot ln~
tereet to oonsider a 08e8 where this delay 1s reduoed to a
m1nimum. In particular we wish to oonsider here the oaee
where the elgnals are retransmitted exactly 88 they are re-
oeived.
Let us alsume that all channele are band11mlted and
haTe the same bandwidth W. Thus the 81gnals are oompletely
def1ned by a sequenoe of equidistant samples taken at 8 rate
or 2W samples pr seaond. For simp11city let us assume that the
intermediate stations operate as repeaters, that 1s retransmit
the signal sample by sample exaotly as it has been reoeived.
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Thus in order to obtain the input-output stat1st109 of the
oasoade we need only to consider the signAl one sample at a
time.
The eamplee x or the f1rst transmitter belong to an
enaemble oompletely speoified by the probabi11ty density p(x).
The sample x will travel down the f1rst ohannel and, beoause
~ of the noise, will be received as y, by the tlrat intermediate
station, as Y2 by the second intermediate station, and
finally, as Y
n
by the last receiver.
Each ohannel is represented by a oonditional proba-
bility density; for the kth channel p(k)(YkIYk_l) gives the
probability distribution of the samples Yk , reoeived by the k
th
.
intermediate station, on the condition that Yk- 1 vas received
at and transmitted by the preoeding station. Aga1n we use the
ooncept ot equivalent channel which, in thl~ case, has the
sample ~ 8S input and the sample In as output. It will be
oompletely defined by the transition probability density
p(Ynl X ).
The results of the disorete oase may be immediately
extended to the oontinuous oase: thus we obtain
where the integrat10ns are carried out over the whole range of
the variables.
This result is based on the assumption of the lnde-
pendenoe ot the no1se in different ohannels and in 8uooeselve
samples but is otherwise absolutely general.
Speoial case or additive noise
In a large number of applioations, though not always,
the noise may be represented as a random variable added to the
signal.
Under these oonditions we may write
r(~'" I'X) =f(~1l- ';L)
SUbstituting into Eq. (8), we 8ee that p(ynlx) 1s the result
of n euoceeelve oonvolutions and therefore, also
(it -:::',2, .... 'h)
ct}
+'A)(t) = tl u..J e~ll t d. u..
It lmm.edlately follows that
11ld :: cf'Jl t) ;~J( t) · · .. 1t't)( tJ
where ;(t) 1s the character1st1c tunotlon or the d1stribut1on
f(u) relative to the equivalent ohannel.
We therefore state the following:
These results may be expressed in a more elegant torm. Let
j(k)(t) be the 'oharaoteristio tunotion l or the distribution
r(k)(u). It is detlned(18) 8S
Theorem: If the no1ee in eaoh channel is
1ndependent and additive, the characteristio
funotion of the noise for the equivalent
channel 18 equal to the product or the ohar-
a~terlBt10 funat10ne for eaoh individual
ohannel.
It 1s evident that the properties of the equivalent
ohannel are independent of the order of the channelB in the
oasoade.
In this oonneotion it is worth reoal1ing that(18)
the mean square deviation of the sum of n independent random
varlablee 1s equal to the sum of the mean wquare deviations of
eaoh random variable.
2.6 Pulse Code Modulation in Cascaded Channels
By pulse oode modulation we mean a coding method in
wh1ch the s1gnals consist of 8 sucoesslon of puleee of standard
shape and or either polarity more precisely a pulse oode modu-
lation of order k has an alphabet of 2k symbols, eaoh symbol
be1ng represented by a partioular sequenoe ot ~ pulses.
Slnoe we assumed that the noise atteotB eaoh pulse
independently or the way it affeoted the previous pulses and
since in a P.CoM. system of order k the sign or a pulse 1s 1n-
dependent of the sign of all preceding pUlses, the amount of
information obtainable from 8 symbol of a k-order oode 18 k
times the amount of information obtainable from a single pulse.
If ye 898ume that tor a single pulse the transition probability
matrix 1s
the amount of information obtainable from a symbol of a k-order
oode i8 then(7,lO)
where
If we oonslder a oasoade of two ohannels with the
respective probabilities ot error PI' P2 it is eas11y reoog-
nized that the equivalent channel probability matrix may be
wr1tten as
Where Pe 18 given by
In the oase ot a oasoade of n channels, in whioh
the I th ohanne1 has the probability ot error Pi' we would
have
If\,
, - 2 Pe =n(.- 2 PL)
,=,
2.7 A Cascade of Repeaters and a P.O.M. System
2.71 General assumptions.
In th18 seotion we oompare the behaviour of Q88-
osded oontinuous ohannels and cAsoaded P.C.M. ohannelB operat-
lng with the same 8Terage transmitter power o The noise power
spectrum 1s the same in both cases. The oondltlo~s that have
-~ to be imposed in order to obtain a meaningful comparison are
not obvious, therefore we oons1der two oases: in the first,
the two eyetems have 8 common average tranemltter power and
8 oommon bandwidth and in the second, the bandwidth or the
p.e.M. system 1s inoreased so thst a s1ngle channel of either
system has about the same channel capaoity.
For simplicity, we assume that the noise is gaussian
and haa a flat speotrum and that it 1s add1tive to the signal.
In this oonneotion it might be worth while to point out the
shot noise and the reeletance noise have been shown(19,20) to
be gauss1anly dletrlbuted and to haTe a flat speotrum at least
up to frequenoies higher than any yet or importance in oom-
munloat1on work.
Let No be the noise power per oycle, so that with
8 bandllmlted channel of bandwidth W, the noise power 1s NoW.
Let S be the average signal power reoeived.
2.72 Casoade ot oontinuous ohannels.
The noise in eaoh ohannel (ot bandwidth W) 18
gaueslan and additive to the signal as specified in seotion 2.71.
We assume that each intermediate station operates as a repeater,
i.e., it retransmits a sample identical to that received. If n
identical channels are 80 casoaded and it the noise power per
oyole 1s No in eaoh channel, the noise power per oyole in the
equivalent channel is DNo • Therefore the maximum amount of
information receivable through the oascade is
(10)bits per sample.
2.73 The Casoade or Pee,M. Channels
The 9yerage transmitter power will be S as for the
continuous channels. If the integer k is the order of the oode, .
the bandwidth 1e ohosen to be kW, eo that the rate at which the
oontinuous ohannel transmits its samples 18 equal to the rate
at whioh the k~order p.e.M. symbols are transmitted. Thue the
signal to noise ratio beoomes S tor eaoh ohannel. TheTN;W
noise samples will have a mean square deviation N = NokW and a
probability density
.J
provided we select units suoh that the amplitudes or the trans-
mitted pulses are ±va. The probability ot error p is then:
cLn. d'Z. (11)
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The ohannel oapao1ty of the equivalent c~annel is
bits per symbol
and Pe is given by Eq. (9).
2.74 Comparison
Case I. Both systems have 1ihe same ba"ldwldth W, therefore
k : 1. The numerioal results are preeented in Fig. II,l. As
Slong as Ni8 equal to 20 db or higher the P.C.M. cascade has,
tor all praotioal purposes, 8 channel capaoity of one bit per
symbol. Indeed when ~ ~20 dh the parameter P of a channel i8
equal to 7.66 10-24 • For! =10 db, the decrease in the ohanne1
H
oapacity beoomes appreciable alresdy tor n = 20. The ohannel
oapaoity ot the continuous case deoreases appreciably as n In-
oresses as expected from Eq. (10).
Case II. The order k or the P~O.M. system Is seleoted
eo that a 81ngle ohannel of either system has about the ssme
ohannel capaoity. (The 8Terage transmitter power and the noise
power spectrum are the same in both oases.) The results are
preBented in Fig. II,2.
In the writer's opinion the suprlor performanoe of
the P.C.M. can only be asoribed to the sample by sample re-
quantization of the signal. In the P.C.M., the detector carrlee
out 8 ruthless e11mination of noise. In some ~8re 1nstanoes.
the noise sample is eo large that the deteotor 1s misled. The
point 1s that as long 8S these instanoes are very infrequent
~there 1s only a yery slight 108A in the quality or the eyetem
as more and more ohannels are 08sosded.
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CHAPTER III
THE INFLUENCE OF DELAY AT THE INTEffi4EDIATE STATION
3.0 Introduction
The examples of the prpvlou8 chapter indicate '-11 thout
any doubt that the operation of the intermediate station 18 a
very important factor 1n the system performance. For example,
if, in a oascade of P.C.M. channels, the intermediate stations
did not requant1ze the samples but rptransm1tted thenl a.8 they
~Tel'e received, it 18 clear that tht1 probability p , relative to
e
the equ1valent ohannel, "'lould. have been much larf(er than tha t
given by Eq. (11,9) and. oonsequently the system perforrnLlrlce
,..rould have been very much poorer. The 1ntermed1a te stat10n
may operate on onA sample at a time or on groups of samples}
in the latter case the signal will experience a certain amount
of delay. Intuitively we feeL that the larger thRse groups
of samplA8, the greater will be the imprOVPffipnt in the per-
formance of the system, provided 8ultablp signals are u8~d.
Uncler these cond1 tiona, if delay is allo,·red at the lntermed1a te
station, the set of a-posteriori probabilities obtained af~er
decoding 1;-till usually be very peaked. As a cons eqllence, 1f the
symbol ,·rhlch has the largest a-posteriori probab11i ty 1s re-
traner:lltted, the intermediate station retranslnite with a
relatively small amount of information (namely that necessary
to specify that symbol) a relatively good_ description of the
set of a-posteriori probabilities. If on the other hand,
the lntermed.late station retransmits the received signal,
.~
exactly in the form in whioh it has been r~oe1ved, it
~88entlally retransmits data from whioh the whole set of
a-posteriori probabilities may be obtained. Th1s procedure
corresponds to retransmitting a large amount of 1nformation
(usually, it is infinite) and the oorresponding rate of re-
transmission 1s, usually, muoh larger than the ohannel oapac1tyo
As a result a large fraotion of the retransmitted information
~1111 be loet and, at the seoond reoeiver, the eet of a-poster1-
or1 probab111t188 will oonvey much less information (about what
~Ta8 originally tranem1 tted) than the set of a-poe terlor1 proba-
bil1 ties that would have been obtained if the signal of max1muln
a-poster1or1 probability (at the intermediate station) ~.,ould
have be~n retransmitted.
In faot, the problem. of representing 1n a convenient
form, information oonveyed by a set ot a-posterior1 prtobab111-
ties 1s still unsolved. However it 18 possible that nome
future advances in the theory Will, in Borne cases, show how
to represent, by a selection from a finite set, the informa-
tion oontained in a eet of a.-posteriori probabl11 ties.•
Thus 1n the present state of the theory it appears
that, in a oascade ot channels, the per-un1t equivocation, in
each ohannel, must be kept as small as possible. And thG
"suitable" slg~ls are those signals l1hloh allow information
to be transmitted in the channel at a high rate while keeping
the per-unit equivocation smaller than a pI.leeor1bed amount~
Th1s 1s the coding problem whioh must be faced each time one
has to communicate information through noise. This problem
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will not be solved here. Only two types of ohannel are oon~
sldered: the first 18 a continuous ohannel in whioh the noise
is gauBBlanly d1strlbutf!d, add1 t1ve to the signal and. has a
flat spectrum, and the seoond is the usual binary channel.
In the case of the oontinuous channel, two seta of
signals are lnd.lcated and the most efficient one 18 exclue1vf:ly
used in the disou8sion.
In the binary ohannel case, a coding procedure 1s
(21 22)
oonstruoted on the general idea of error oorrectlng codes ' •
ThAse codes are the only ones oonsidered in the d1ecu8s1ono
In both oases, the codes are proved to be optimum in
the limit of very long signals.
3.1 The Continuous Channel
3.11 Definition of the ohannel.
Consider a channel of bandwidth W in which the noise
18 gau8sian distributed, additive to the signal and, as usual
1ndependent Q·f the s1gnal. In addition, let the noise spectrum
be flat and the average noise power be N. For oonvenience let
The signals used are of duration T and have an
energy ST so that S 1s the average Signal power. Since the
ohannel 1s bandllmlted, we may represent the signals by a
sequenoe of 2TW samples. The eigne.Is may be thought of as
vectors in a 2'tw dimensional space. (8) For all practical
purposes, the soalar product at two such vectors is equal to
,i
the oross-correlation (without delay) of the correspond1ng
time functions.· In this representation, the noise samples
are gaussian random variables of zero mean and of mean square
deviation equal to N.
This type of channel has already been given oon-
siderable attent1on, both beoauee it is a good mOdel for many
ohannels enoountered in praot1ce and also beoause it is oon-
(8 26 27 28 29)
ven1ent to d~80uee mathematioally. J , " Shannon
discussed the problem from a geometrical point of viewo(8)
He showed that the transition probabi11ty from one
point in Signal apace to another point depends only on the
distance, say d, between these two points. On the other hand,
as the average power of the signal 1s fixed, the signal points
l1e on the surface of a hypersphere and, consequently, in the
expression of d2 , the only term whioh oan vary is the double
product term, that is the double scalar product of the two
s1gnal vectors. Thus to obtain the transit10n probabilities
from one point to another or to obta1n (by using Bayes'
* TheBe two quantities are not rigorously equal. This is
related to the well-known fact that a function of time
cannot at the same time be band11m1t~d and be different
from zero only in a finite time 1nterval. This question
is oompletely discussed 1n reference 29.
I.~
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theorem) the a-posteriori probabilities ~Te need only to carry
out the croBs-oorrelations (without delay) between the re-
ceived signal and all the possible transmitted signals. (12,27)
It appea~ then that the signal points should be
chosen as far apart from eaoh other as possible. Therefore,
it is expeoted that a highly symmetrical oonfiguration of points
in signal space might constitute an efficient set of signals.
It 18 natural therefore to 1nvestigate the regular polytopes as
possible configura.t1ona of signal points.
3.12 Signals based on regular polytope configurations.
(26)For chann~le defined in section 3.11, M. J~ Golay
haa shown that, for a fixed average transmitter power, a P.P.M.
system will achieve the maximum rate of reception with a van-
ishlngly small per-unit equ1vocation in the llnl! t of lnf1ni tely
large bandwidths and infinitely large signals. This result may
be extended by the same teohnique to the much larger class of
orthogonal signals. (29) In this case, the received signal is
cross-correlated with all the M=2TW Signals of the trans-
mi tter' e alphabet and the probab111 ty Pe ' that the s1g:nal to
whioh oorresponds the largest aross-oorrelation coefiicient
is not the aotually transmitted signal, satiefies the 1ne-
quality
where
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(2)
~ It.. [ &atM-I) JI"It ~ Z I - 2. Jc.,L
and dt (4 )
Whe~ f'tt. '»' , we shall often use the first term
of the asymptotic expansion of If'{(3tr..) and write
(dLft.,a..
i-r
l'e < 2 ..[ilf (3 f1.
Considering (1) and (3), it is clear that P will go to zero,
e
in the 11m1 t of T -+00 J only if vTe have
(6)
If this inequality is satisfied, then, in the limit
of T -+ CP , the rate of transmission of information (assum-
ing that all Signals have equal a-priori probabilities) will
be smaller than the channel capacity.
Let us reformulate Golay's results in a slightly dlf-
ferent way 1n order to make easier a discu8sion of the
asymptotic behaviour of other seta of signals.
The assumptions are
(1) the channel under consideration 1s defined in
seotion 3.11
(2) the number of signals, M, satisfies the inequality (6)
(3) the oross-correlation coefficients (GI , C2 ,···CM)
of the reoe1ved Signal with the M possible trans-
mltted signals are auch that
(i c' ,t, . .. I t -I J t .... , , . .. M)
where the subscript t refers to the actually trans-
mitted signal, and the numbers ml , m2 , •••. mt , •••• mM
are gau6s1an random variables of unit dispersion
(4) the output of the channel 1s the signal which has
the largest cross-correlation coeffioient with
the received signal.
Then when T ...... oo the probab111 ty of error and, there-
fore the per-un1 t equivooation goes to zero. If 1,ie make the
addl tiona1 assumption that, in the 1imit of T .... 00 ,2. '7t.I..M
1s arbitrarily olose to unity, then the rate of transmission
of information 1s .arb1 trar11y close to the ohannel oapac1 ty
and as the per-unit equivocation 1s zero (in the I1m1t)j the
rate of reoeption of information 18 arbitrarily close to the
ohannel oapacity.
In n-dimensional Space, when n ~ 5, there are only
three kinds of regular polytopes; the simplest 1s the regular
simPlex.(23) It has n + 1 vertices Slll ,S(~) p ... ShLt-/) Joined
by '1\.(""...1) edges so that any vertex is connected to all other2
vertices by an edge of the polytope. In two dimensions, ·l;he
regular simplex is the equ11ateral triangle, in three dlmf~n­
slona the regular Simplex 18 the regular tetrahedron.
Suppose we choose as signal points the vertices of
a regular simplex in the 2T~1 dimenSional space, thus n =- ~~TW.
--. ---+ ~
Let the signals be Seal ,812 ) S(lftf-Il
Since S 1s the average signal power '~e must have!
Slll.Sl~i· ~ 2. T W 5 (-Ito: '/2., .... , 1ltl )
and for J :F k ~SW=-S
since for any regular 8imPlex(23 )
- _...L
- 'h.
For a part1cular orientation of the polytope, the coordinates
of the k th vertex, i.e., the samples ~f the k th signals, are(23)
2. n.fOT
~ 11"'1
-4It
Let r be the received signal, then according to the assump-
tion of section 3.11, we may write
-,..
vlhere S (tl -+1s the transmitted signal and n the noise
vector. The components of rt are gaussian random variables
(i,k:: 1,2..,., M)
defined by its elements
As T inoreases indefinitely J 5 I becomes vanish-
2TW tJ
[n] , tt] = c]
of probability density
uL
e-~
"2.lr N'
Let us introduce the matrix [D]
Then
Suppose that the detector carries out the cross-correlations
(without delay) corresponding to the product
where m1 and mt are gaussian random variables of unit disper-
sian.
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lngly small. Then, it is clAar that, as T and W increase
indefinitely so that .l ~a.M is very close to unity (although
smaller than unity), the per-unit equivooation ~Oe8 to zero
and the rate of reception of information will become very
close to the maximum rate.
In n-dimensional space, thp next regular polytope
18 the "regular oroBspolytope M whioh has 2n vertices. In t\-IO
..
square and of the octahedron, we have in general
----- 2.F JBl{ 11\.) _ 2. a 2.
where a is the length of the edge of the regular polytope.
If we oonsider the veotors joining the oenter of the polytope,
---'"
say 0, to the vertices, we obtain a set of 2n vectors OB~
and
--f-
O~,,) oonsists of !l
----. ~("'"OBe.tJ ,..... DB
, ....-----OBC2.J
It can be verified that each vector 18
--tit
OB"J is
J • • •• OBU. '1\ ) •
the set of vectors
orthogonal to all others but one; more precisely,
..
orthogonal to all vectors but Ogl~~J. It follows from
(7 ) that OB(t and OB(~ :'J\) are d1rec tly 0ppos i t e • Thus
mutually orthogonal veotors
their opposites.
dimensions the regular croBBpolytope 18 the square, in three
(k)dimensions, it 1s the regular octahedron. Any vertex B
( where k 1, 2,··' , 2n) is Joinp-d to all other vertices
(k 1: n) (
except one J denoted by B J whe re the + sign llolda
for k < n + 1, and the - sign for k) n)bY an edge of the
polytope, and, as can be eaSily verified in the case of the
40.
Let us oonsider then a matrix [B] defined by its element
~Let r be the received signal and
-.
b ftJ be the aotually trans-
m1tted signal. Suppose that at the reoolver, the oomputer
element carries out the crose-oorrelations oorresponding to
~ the produot
[B]·tt]=c]
Then
~.&
(10)
"There mi' mt and mt t n are gaussian random Ysr1a1Jles of un1 t
d1spers1on.
On the basi8 or the previous disouBsion we oonclud~
that: when T and W 1ncrease indefinitely so that
beoomes arbitrarily 0108e to one, the rate of reoeptlon of in-
formation 18 arbitrarily olose to the ohannel cepaolty.
In the disou8s1or:\ that follows only oroeepolytope
type signals will be u&ed.
For oomploteneeB it should be pointed out that the
third kind or regular polytope 18 of no interest to UA. Thle
n
regular polytope has, in n-dimensional apaoe, 2 vertioes
whioh, for a particular orientation of the ooordlnatee system,
might have ( ! 1, ± 1,··. ti) Be ooordlnateB. It 19 0bvloue
than that the minimum distanoe between two vertices lA 1nde-
,pendent of the number of dimensions !l.
l)f error will not go to zero ae n----. ex>
Thus the probabi11ty
•
3.13 Transition probability matrix of 8 ohanael.
We oons1der the channel, defined in seotion 3.11,
in whioh we use signals of the orosapolytope type. We further
nseume that, in the reeelver. the cro8~-correlatlone epeo1f1ed
l.n seotion :3 .12 are performed and the t the outp'" t of the re-
:~e1ver is the signal whioh hae the largest oroes--... oorI'elatlon
ooeff'oient with the received signal.
We shall use the aPP~oxlm8te value for the proba-
bility of error given by Eq. (1). But, in order to obtain the
t~ane1tlon probability matrix, we must look into the problem
in more detail beoaus~ we are now interested in the relative
frequenoy of the various pOBel~le ways in which an error may
ooeur.
It has not cueen possible to arrive at exaot ex..·
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pre8sione for the elements of the transitlon probability ~atrlx.
It should be stressed, ho,,,ever, that, from a pJ:,uctlcal point of
view, only th08P cases where the probability of error 18 emaIl
are of interes t ancl that 1t is even Inore 80 if the channAls
will AVAntually belong to a cascade. Indeed 1 t 18 "'Tell kno~Tn
that for a gtven quality of overall transmission the requ1re-
mente on each channel beoome more severe as the number of
channels increase.
In view of Eqa. (1), (2) and {3} it i8 then reason-
:lble to aosume ~ I\.. »1, whioh implies also 11--,,>' • It 1.8
ClN.l.r that, eincp- 1L"")-') l, the probabili ty tha t c t :!: n will be
the largee t number of the e et c i (i = 1, 2,_ •• M) i8 very much
smaller than the probability that Ok' (k. t and k ~ tr n),
be the largest number of the eet C 1 ; this follows immediately
from the Eqe. (8), (9) and (10). Moreover these rAlatlons show
that the probability that ck' (k=j: t and k/= t tn), be thA
largpst numb~r of the set 01 1s independent of k. Therefore
the transition probability matrix may be approximated by the
follo1 01ing M by M rna trlx:
1-a
p
p ••• p o
p
p •... p
o
P 1-0. P 0
l~a (11 )0 p , .. p p p
p 0 p l-a
p
. . . 0 p ... I-a.
where a ~ (M - 2)p.
By symmetry, the parameter has the approximate value
(12)
3.14 Transition Probability Matrix of the Equivalent
Channel.
Consider a oascade of n identical channels of the
type defined in seotion 3.11. Eaoh one of them 1s supposed
to be operat~d as descr1bed 1n the previous section, thus at
~ach intermediate station the symbol moat likely to have
caused the received Signal 18 the one l.,h1ch 18 retransrnltted.
E80h channel 18 then described by a matr1x such as that g1vAn
by (11).
The equivalent-ohannel transition-probability matrix
18 equal to the product of the transition-probability-matrices
of the individual channels. It 1e easily seen that the two
diagonals of zeros, present in each factor, will not be
present in the product. In order to obtain simple formulas,
let us make a slight approximation: let us replace in each
matr1x the zeros by a tip. It This essentially replaces each
channel by a channel of slightly lO\'Ter qual 1ty. The form of
the ne~·r matrices is left intact whAn one of them 18 multiplied
by any other of the same form.
In order to find the product of the matrices we r~ly
need to determine the value Pe of the parameter of the equiva-
lent-ohannel transition-probability matrix. As these matrices
are symmetrioal and oommutable, we ne~d only to det~rm1ne their I
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characterist1c valuLes. It 1s shown in. Appendix III-A that the
characteristic values of a matrix [T] defined by its element
t~ A. =: f' -(M-,) f ] J:'/t +P I,.', It. I, l. I ... M)
are 1 and 1 - Mp with the respective mult1p11cities 1 and M - 1.
It follows that the equat10n for Pe 1s
It\-
1- MR : rr "-Mpd
e ~al
where Pi is the parameter of the i th channel.
In the special case of a cascade of identical
channels ~Te have
Mpe = , - ( I - M P) 'n.
or in series form
(13)
3.1.5 Capac! ty of the channel.•
The symmetry of the transition probability matrix
(11) requires that the input probability of the symbols which
will maximize the rate of reception of information le uniform.
Thus the channel capacity 1s
It Should be stressed that this expression 18 approximate
since it 18 based on the expression (11) of the transition
probab11i ty rna tr1x \'lh1ch 1 tSf!lf 18 a~pprox1mate. Often i t 1s
more convenient to consider the equivocation
and if Mp~ 1 we have, ap~roximately,
(16)
From a dee ign point of v1e~1 1 t 18 worth noting that in v1evT
of the relative 1neells1t1v1ty of the loga.rithm funotion on
variations of its argument, roughly speaking, IE is unchanged
provided (M - 2)p 18 kept constant.
3.16 Threshold phenomenon.
In order to be able to discuss the performance of
the system when we ohange various parameters, such as the
eignal-to-noiee-ratio, the length of the signal and the number
of cascaded channels,we introduce a parameter ~ which will
be referred to as the safety factor. It 18 defined by the
relation
That it plays the role of a safety factor 18 made clpar once
it 18 remembered that the signals used may achieve, in the
limit, the maximum rate of reception of information only if
io-q M <. 5T
~ No
Thprefore jL measureS the ratio bettoreen the maximum allm>re.ble
noise pO'torer and the actual noise pm·rer. For sufficil~ntly large
_ _.11__,..11.._111'11
bandl'rldthe, the safety· fao tor ~L8 approxima tely equal to the
ratio bet'{ItTeen the channel capa()1 ty a.nd the ra te of transmission.
It i8 to be noted that once fL and M are known, the othp,r
parametprB of the channel are specified. The probability that
one Signal will be received in error is approximately given
(18)
In terms of r
according to Eq. (5), by
The sensitivity of P
e
for the variations of J-!.- is by defini-
tion
The first term of (19) is ~'l./Ll.--- so that, for any reasonablyZ
good chann~l, it is already of the order of 10 or more.
Rewriting (19) we get
Thu8 the behavioUll' of if as a fune tion of It.. falls into two
broad classes:
fo:r f' 0108 e to aIlE'
fo:r large
[f ~ pz./Lz.
--r--
~~ _!!.~Z.+I
(1-; )
'~.
I'~·::'·,~;
Thus If we consider different ohannels having the
same (31(" we see that lv-hen fL' beoomes close to unt ty, they
are very sensitive to variations in fL
Eqs. (12) and (16) we may write
Remembering
and not1tlg that the varia tiona of the logari thmlc fact()r
are much less important than those of Pe we state that:
For a given amount of equivocation, the
sensitivity of the equivocation on 'varia-
tions in the safety factor JL b~comeB
very large as f! approaches unity.
This 1s the well-known threshold phenomenon whioh 18 more
pronounced the more oomplloa.t~d the coding eye tem 18 and ~Th1ch
w~nlfe8t8 itself as the oollapse of the system performance
when the nole e pO"!er reaches a c erta1n orl tical vallle.
3.17 The 1mportarce of the delay at intermediate stations.
The fact that the system performance experiences only
a sllfrht decrease "tvhen the number n of cascaded ohannels In-
b
crease, a8 shown by Eq. (14 ), 1s obtained at the cost of an
increased delay. The delay betwaen transmission and recep-
tion of the symbol 18 increased by at 1~a8t nT where T 18 the
duration of the signals used. On the other hands if the delay
must be kept minimum, each intermediate station must retrans-
mit each r~ce1ved sample a8 soon as it 18 received; in other
worde the 1nt ermed1a te s tation cannot ,-ra1 t for a time T to
decode the Signal completely. Thus we shall compare the pure
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repeater type of system with a system in which the signals
are completely decoded before transmission. In ~oth systems,
the same signal~ are sent by the first transmitter and the
operation of the receiver of the last channel is also the same.
Thus we shall compare the pure repeatpr type of ay8-
tpm with a system in whioh the signals are oompletely deooded
before retransmission.
)~../'l It is clear that the cause of any diffprence of
performance between the two systems is closely related to the
previcusly discussed sensitivity of the performance on the
safety factor. Indeed, in the case of pure repeater operation,
the noise enoountered in each channel will add itself to the al-
ready distorted sample. As a result, everything happens as if
there ~'lere only one channel in which the noise pOl'Ter were n
times the notse pO"'er of the individual channels. In other
wordS the safety factor of the equivalent channel is n times
smaller than that of the individual channels. From the prAvious
discusslon, we expect the quality of the cascade of n repeatprs
to collapse as soon as n approaches the safety factor ,.,..., of
the individual channels.
In o~ler to emphasize num~r1cally the difference
in perfornlance, the following tables g'ive the probabill ty
that the finally received s1gIlal 18 in error.
In the first table a very large value of fL 18
taken to illustrate the importance of a complete detection of
the signal at each intermediate station and to ehow that, in
the case of repeaters J the quality of the cascade deteriorates
'lp.ry rapid.ly as the number of cascaded channels 1ncreEtse.
Table I
Complete detection at
f:J 100 each intermediate sta- Repea tera
t10n
n:l n=lO n-50 n=10 n=-50
.~ tvf :: 10 8 10-
25 8 10-24 8 10-23 2.3 10- 3 .45)
M = 100 lj..7 10-51 4. 7 10-50 4.7 10-49 1.6 10-5 .28
M s 1000 1.7 10-75 1.7 10-74 1.7 10-73 1·3 10- 7 .13
In the second table, some le88 extravagant cases
ar8 presented which still exhibit the same type of behaviour.
Table II
Compl~te detection at
j!= 20 each intermed1ate sta- Repeaters
tion
n:l rl=5 n=10 n=5
M= 4 4.52 10-4 2.75 10-) 4. ~ 10-3 • 30..J
M :: 10 5.33 10-6 2.66 10-5 .5.33 10-5 .135
Ivf =100 1.14 10-
10 ;.7 10-10 1.14 10-9 .0236
M :: 1000 2982 10-15 1.41 10-14 2.82 10-14 5.81 10-3
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3.2 The Discrete Case.
To discuss exhaustively the influence of delay in
discrete channels i8 by itself a vast ])roblern. It was decided,
therefore, to consider exclusively the caSe of the binary
channel. This decision waS made for convenience and because
it 18 felt that the binary crmnnel 1s the most representative
of all discrete channels.
In order to evaluate thp gain in performance of a
cascade 1o•rhen some delay 18 a.llo~led at each intermediate sta.tion
,..,e must first find sets of 81g'nCils wl"i1ch, by their nature, have
8 om~ nols e combat tln~~ propertl ~i3 • A ne'~T c ad1 ng me tll0d has been
devised and 1s described in section 3.21. In the next section
it "8 S}-lown tr1at those Signals provide the rnPB-ns :'or' a con-
s true t1v"e proof of Shannon IS theorem. In 8 eo tlon J. 2.J 1 t is
sho,v-n hOvT t111s coding method may be used for 81n~<le, dou"r.)le
and triple error correction.
).21 Principle of the codes.
Hav1n~ restrtcted ourBplves to the binary channel,
our Signals will consist of eequ~ncps of binary digits. Thus
the received signal will diffpr from the transmitted signal
by some lIerrors.it This 8uggests thLit vTe ap:)roach the problem
of codln~ from the error correction point of view. (21,22) In
other words, the kind of signals we are interested in are those
't~Thlch, by the cO:lstralnts imposed on them, perrott the corr~ctlon
:.j 51.
of the errors, provided the number of these errore is not
(21 )larger than Borne maximum number. M. J. Golay and R. W.
(22)
Hamming have indicated a procedure by which a atngle error
correcting code may be obta1n~d. Our new method allows us to
construct error oorrect1ng codes that may take oare of several
errors.
The problem l8 riot solved directly: we start by
solving it uncler re8tr1c~ted conditions; then a method is in-
dica ted by which this ret8 trio tlon may be removpd.
Let us farmw.ate the restrioted problem. We suppose
that the lnformation 80l1r0f3 supplies the message in the form
of k binary digi ts whioll lo,e repre8 ent by 81 6 2 ... Sk. (This
sequence of binary digits, "rhloh will be referred to as the
Ilsequence S," may be anyone of the 2k possible sequences of
that type.) The problem 1s to find a sequence of £ binar·y
dig! ts (It,hioh liill be re ferred to a8 the II cheoking' Bequence II
or C-aequence") Cl C20 --c, to be associated to the sequence S
so that, on the basis of the received sequence Sf. S~,ooos~
and of the checking sequence Cl C2 .. • C, , '\ole may oorrect all
errore of the sequenoe 5, provided the number of these errors
is not larger than the integer Ma ."
This problem 1s artificial in the Sense that it
assumes the C-eequenoe to be available at the receiver, whereas
in practioe the oode will be transm1tted together with the se-
quence S and is therefore usually subject to errorS.
In general terms, the method of solut1on of the
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restricted problem may "be described 8.8 follo1vs:
(a) A generalized matrix Ie defined and 18 used to com-
pute the binary digits ClC2 •••~ from the digits of the se-
quence S.
(b) It 1s assumed that, at the reoeiver, the same c()m-
putatlon i B carried (>ll t on the rece1ved 8 equence J that is Jt thl~
sequence Sr = (Sf, s~•.• s~). The reeult of the computation
is a 6 et of binary dtgi te denoted by Cr, C~••• C; •
(0) The comparison of the sets of binary digits
C = (Cl' 02,··· CR ) and C
r
= (Cf, C~···.ct) provides t~nough in-
formation to obtain the sequence S from the received sequence
rS , provided the sequence S did not suffer more than "a"
errors.
Let us oonsider the double error case.
In thie caBe, we define a generalized matrix
A""~f,.. where e( and p range over all integf'rs from 1 to k,
and h ranges over all integers from 1 to e. As will be shown
later, the elements of the rna trix Ar(.~ IL
equal to zero or equal to ~ne.
r~ve to be either
It is oonvenient, at this stage, to define a 81mpli-
fled notation. If we oonsider & particular value of ~ ~ ~ay 1,
and a particular value of ~
Be~uence of binary digits
say j, then we may cons ider· the
A A A · AJ:jbiJ" ~t' ~'l ,..... "',c..
which 1s the binary representat10n of some llumber, say Q.
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For simplici ty, ~le denote this sequence by I A .. t}~J l .. I,1., .. .,E
and we say that it IIrepresentsll the number Q,.
With eaoh pair of numbers (1,j), (where 1 and j are
integ'ere no larger than k, and 1 < j) we aBBoc1a te a number In
such a "ray that the oorrespondence is one-to-one. For con-
ven1ence, we assume that these numbpr8 range from k + 1 to
k+(~).
All the elements of the generalized rna trix A t4.(!Jk
are then defined by the following Bet of conditione:
DI: For 1 < j, the sequenoe of binary digits
{ f\ 'It. 1
'i }(::r./,z, .. e
tlrepre8entslf the number a.ssociated to the pair (1,j).
D2 : The sequence of binary digits
{ Aii it. JK,d,l, ... f
represents the number i.
D3: For i <j, the binary digit ~L~ is defined by
the oong"ruence
As a consequence of these definitions it appears that
t may be ohosen as the least integer such that
ILLet us show that if we define the C~le and the C~ Ie
by the oongruenoes
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It It.
c sL.L A~,& It Sc{ Sj3 l~:tJ {~ ~ 'J 2. J • • . . • t) (20)K, I(~. (3;'
-;:;
lit It
Ci=LL A S'L cit. (~~) (~~II2., .. · f) (21 )~ (?J P.. -c. ~(3~-:.I ~:a'
we have a double error correcting code.
(a) Suppoe~ a 13ingle error oocurred at the i th poei tlon;
then the received sequence is defined by
fmtrd.2J
where JillC. ie the ueual Kronecker symbol, that 1s ~,( =,
if i =d. and Sil4.::: 0 if l. j a( •
Let us ooneider the diff~rence c[ - c~
k AC;-c{ =~ {; ~f>i (S~-5d( )(5~-Sf») (~2) (fltd,Z.,..€J
{~2)
(/fItlrtl 2 )
(k :::.1, Z, . . . i)
And, according to D2 , the numbers A(~l define the position 1.
(b) Suppose two errors occurred respectively at the i th
and at the Jth position, where i <j. The received sequence
18 then defined by
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rComputing the differences Ch - Ch , we get 8uccessively
c( -C~ :: ~~ f t1a(j3( (S~-5ol) (5~ -5;3)
=. ~ ~ AtI..~i,. (J;QI.. .. fi~)( lip +Ji ;5)
=' Aiii + Aij ~ -+~ AJI ~ + R9(
and using- D) the last congruence becomes:
C~-C'O = A·.~ /A __ J2.) l~~I)lJ~ •. l'
"" 'J\. - -f.,j I\. t nzcrl :J
(~lJ
(MW:ri z )
(tmd.l.)
ReferrlnE to Dl we see that the sequence defines
untquely the error positions, namely 1 and ~.
Let us consider the triple error correctin&~ case.
First let US introduce a one-to-one correspondence
between numbers, on the one hand, and all pairs (l,J) (such
that i <J) and all triples (i, j,m), (such tha t i < J <. m) ,
on the other hand. Of course i.J,m are integers no larger
than k. For convenience we assume that thAse numbers range
from k + I and (~ ). -t (f ) + (~ ).
All the elements of the generalized matrix A~~r~
(-t.There d.. I ~, K-= I} 2.J"". k ~ Iv: IJ 2 •.. .e ) are then defined by the
following set of conditions:
D1 : The sequence of binary digits
{A... I 1
t,.(,L ft }~~/}z.J... l
represents the number ~.
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D: For i <j I the 8 equence {A j, i . (1 represents
2 J R.:")2.Jo, e
the number associated to the pair (1,j). '
D3: F01' i <: j < m, the 8equence {A i..j 'WI. Pt. }("'JlJ"_.e represents
the number associated to the triple (1 J J,rn).
D4 : For 1 < j. Acid!" l is defined by the congruence
D5: For i < j < m, AJ1t\iil 18 def1ned by the congruence
A 0'0 t[A"'/J t' A .. o, +A.· 0
'tnJl f\ "'L"" "Ilk.. LLmtlt.
+ Am",," a +A '1tl. Ih\.i p..+A -m '1'n mt A] :::. 0
~2.) (~='~Z.I.--· I)
D6: All elements not yet defined are set equal to zero.
I t is clear tha t e may be taken a8 the lea.s t lnteg'er
such that
Now we wish to prove that if we define the ChiS
r
and the Chis by congruenoes analogous to (20) and (21),
namely
(t1tWnl z) (24 )
and
then we actually have a triple error correcting code.
(a) Suppose a single error occurred at the i th position.
Then the Eq. (22) holds and we obtain easily
If ,ore refer to D1 we see that the (C& - Ch)'s define uniquely
the i th position.
(b) Suppose two errors occurred, at the i th and the jth
positions, respeotively. Let, as usual 1 j • Eq. ( 23 )
rholds in this caSe and if we compute Ch - Ch we obtain
where we used the sifting property of the Kronecker symbol and
the fact that many of the sifted terms are equal to zero accord-
Remembering D4 we get
Ci: - Ct =. A~i.j~ (~2)
rIf we refer to DZ' we see that the (Ch - Ch)'s define uniquely
the posit1ons 1 and 1.
(0) Suppose that three errors occurred, at the i th, jth
and mth positions. Let, as usual, i < j ~m. The sequence Sr
1s go1ven in terms of the sequence S by the oongruences:
.58.
If l·re compute C~ - Ch , using Eqs. (24)>> (25) and (26) lore ob-
tain
Ct-L~ =-~ ~~ ArI..(!>'1J.. ((It+~'~ tftmoL)(~~t£~ t !mtf) (t.u + SiK +S/»l/J)
(~2.) {f{ ~ 'Ill.·. lJ
or
ltThere -rTe used the sifting property of the Kronecker symbol
and the fact that many of the sifted terms are equal to zero
according to D6•
Remembering DS' we get
(~l.)
If ~re refer to D3, lrle see tha t the (C~ - Ch ) 18 define uniquely
the error positions ~, 1 and ~.
q.e.d.
These two examples show very clearly how to con-
8truct an a-error corr~ctlng code.
First we create a one-to-one corre8pondAnce between
numb c·r8, on the one hand., and all B 1nr1 e8 1, all pairs (i, j ) ,
all triples (1,j,m), all a-uple (1,j, ••. g) on the other
hand; 1~Te assume that the intpgers i,j,m ..• g are not larp,er
than k and for all the pairs 1 < j, for all the triples
1 < j < ro, ••• }for all the a-uple8 1 < j < m<!·· <:g. For
convenience we assume that the numbArs USAd in the one-to-one
correspondence rang'e from I to 1 + (1) + •••• +(~).
All the elements of the generalized matrix AtJif-> .... 1\ 4-
(~There the .a subscripts .{J f3J •••. ~ range from 1 to k and
h ranges from I to l ) are then defined by the following set
of conditions:
~: The sequences of binary digits
~ A ii. i .. , ~! Ji
JA. .. ., n 11 L l l . . .. 'J ~ 1it
{Ail' i .... i-J *" ~h.
(where 1 < j)
(whe re 1. (j <. m)
(whe re 1 ( j < m ••. <'g )
represent the numbers as socia ted 1-11 th the 81ngl~ 1, the pair
(l,j), the triple (1,j,m), •• ~ J the a-uple (l,J,m, g)
l~e8pect1vely.
DZ: All the elements of the rnatrix AlI(~.. _ >.1.. not defined
in DI, are subjected to the only constraint that the equations
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defining the (C~ - Ch)'s, namely,
c~-cA.= t-f··· {. 1f3"'~( (S~-SIl)(S~-~f3)"" (~\ - S>J
(MU>ti 2.)
must respectively become
A - . · .,(,,, ... ' "...,
-= A·· ~
- L-j rm.. • •• J'"
~2.)
lAo:. ')2.) .-. l)
in the case of simple, double, triple, •••• a-uple errorsu
In this caBe, it is clear that f need not be larger
than the least integer such that
It >(~ + (~J + ... - +(~) ·
The proof that the procedure just described provides
an a-error correcting code 18 entirely analogous to that of the
triple error correcting case but will not be given here.
Thus the restrioted problem stated at the beginning
of this section 18 completely solved. In the next seotion it
18 8h.o~m hOlT the methods developed here may be used to achieve
as closely as we ".rish the maximum rate of reception of lnforma-
tion, 1n the asymptotic caSe of k ~ 00
•
3.22 Constructive proof of Shannon's fundamental theorem
in the binary case.
By binary channel we mean a discrete channel haVing
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say e, dops not fulfill the condition
•zero when k -.. 00
Thus if we provide error correction for errors
r l - p ~]LP I-P
the total number of which 1s between k(p - E) and k(p + E ),
It 1s well known that the channel capacity of such
a channel 1s r - f(p)
wheref:ts in (II,ll) f('X}-=-xlr,~I...'X. _(I-«.)!.at;a.{I-X.)
Suppose k 1s very large, then aocord1ng to the law
of large numbp,rs,(l4) the probability that the number of errors,
as a transition probability matrix.
where E is a positive arbitrarily small number, goes to
then, in the I1mi t, the Signal '·'111 be almost always correctly
received. The numbpr I of redundant digits 1s the smallest
integp.r P such tha t
2.
2
>(£~"'6)) +(&(~_')+I) + .. · + (R(:+E))
Let p~ c. p + e. • The integer pi, defined as the smallest
integer 8atisfying
2.1)(f1") (~e~+I)
will never be smaller than l in other W01--dS I' is an uppe r
bound for P. •
and as k..." 00
For very large k, using Stirling's formula, the
last inequality becomes
! '> N. frp'.J + !t,.,.. (I i- 2. e ~)
f= f(p')
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Thus to correct all errors in thp very long message
of k digits, we must transmit without errors a correcting sig-
nal k f (p') digits long. We may go on repeating this process,
say N times; N is bounded above by the condition that k'~pl )
be large enough for the law of large numbers to be app11cabl~.
Let us evaluate the probability that some of the
first N correcting signals ~nll fail, assuming that the (N + l)th
corr~ct1ng signal 18 correctly received. This will happen 11hen
the number of errors e in Borne one of them (whose length 18
A
for the time being represented by A ) dope not fulfill the
condition
The probability that this oondition is not fulfilled 18 given
by(l4 )
1'Then ~ 1s large.
For k suff1cipntly large J the rj.ght-hE..nd sine of
(27) i8 ',ery emaIl, thus, negle>cting second ordei..... terms, the
probability Pe that the number of errors 11e8 outside the
prescrlbed 1ntArvale is
(28)
Suppose that to insure the correot reception of this
,,,here the summation is oarried out over X= k, ~ = k f (pi ),"."
·., A =k pN( pI ),
Since f (p' ) '-.. 1, 1n the sum (28) the las t term
is the largAst, therefore Pe has an upper bound given by
ft~ IN
---
-=0 ~ e IP~
Let -=- N\Iff ~1' (29)~ ---
",
Up to now we have assumed that the oorrecting Signal of length
k fN+I waS received lv-1·thout errorS.
last correcting signal, we repeat it 2"'- + I times, It is
easy to shm'T tha t the probabil1ty tha t this correcting signal
still has an error, i8 bounded above by (cf. Appendix III.B.)
Suppose 't-le select eI.. eo that
(30)
~,
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Equation (30) essentially I'equ11l ee that the upper bound on the
probability of error of the laet error correcting signal (of
DN+1length k r ) be equal tel the upper bound of Pe , given by (29).
Taking the logar1.thm of both Bides of (30), ~A[e get:
c( e, (qp,) + i ~o( + e, Kf"+'= - ~~:'LN - Poa(N EJff')
thus, for large k fN •
c< Ip~ If P~ I -£:-;-IN-
Tha t is, as k pw goes to infini ty, eL is given by
Thus as k f~ goes to infinity, the length L of the signal
and all the correcting signals 1s given by
-and the probability of error 1s smaller than 2Pe·
Suppose we ohoose to have N depend on k in auoh a
()1 )
"tray that
IN 1/3Then k ac k
Thus as k.....,. 00
PIN -1-While k oc. k •
, we 8 ee tha t, hOltleVer small € 18 ,
-p ~ 0 (see Eq. (29» and from (31) we get
e
That ls, in the limit, to transmit k bits we need only ~&~-­
, - pcp')
dig1 tB. In other words as k --"00 , the probab111 ty of error
goes to zero and the rate of transmission is
1- P(p/) bite per d1g1to
q.e.d.
).23 ~he use of error oorrecting codes.
From a practical point of view it 1s, of course,
impossible to use extremely long codes, not only because they
1ntroduce a delay (wh10h, in a cascade of channels, will be
multiplied many times) but aleo because they would require an
impraotically large amount of equipment. In this respect it
should be stressed that the binary ohannel has an important
advantage over the continuous channel, namely, that all the
operations of coding are b1nary and thus are likely to be
performed by Simpler, cheaper and more rugged equipment.
First let us consider the s1nglR error correcting
code. This case 1s interesting beoau8e the artificial re-
str1ction lmpoB~d on the cod1ng problem in section 3-21 18
easily removed. In fact the construction of s1ngle error cor-
reoting codes is well known, (21,22) nevertheless, it is of in-
terest to obtain them as a partioular case of our more general
method. As in section 3.21, we aSsume that the 1nformation
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sequenoes and the numbAr8 are one-to-one.
(33)
(R:I,tl .... i ' )
(1{= I, ~,. .. P')
If the error occurrpd at the i th position of the sequence S
then, referring to Eq. (32), we see that
The sequence S and the Chis are then transmitted.
Suppose that we receive Sf ' S~, .•• Si, or ···Ot· Then we
compute the binary digits ~ by the congruenoe
~ .C~ +£ Rteh. S; • D. ('mod. 2. )
n.. te.al "-
The ChiS are computed as follows:
(lC~ +E A.tk Sell :: 0 ('l'nb,11) (!~IJZ.)""e') (32)
Let B be the sct of integers ranging from 1 to k
o 2 f~,
but from which all the powers of 2 (that is 2 , 2', 2 , ···.2
have been removed. The set B contains only k integral numbers.
The matrix Aae.R. is defined by the condition tha t each of the
sequences of binary dig1 te {A. t 1 represents a number
L l. ',z.,.. . ,e'
of the set B in such a way that the correspOnde)1Cee betl~een the
In order to obtain the Chis (h -: 1, 2 •••)1') ~le shall define
a matrix A"R (~-l, 2 ••• ,k and hal, 2 ••• )1') the elements
of ~Th1ch are either equal to zero or equal to one.
source provides a sequence of k binary digits 51' SZ,···Sk·
On the basis of this sequence of d.igi ts, we shall compute P'
additional digits Cl , C2 ' .... 'C/ ' , ""here R' is the least integer
such that
and, aocording to the definition of A~h.' the relations ()))
define un1quely the position 1.
If the error ooourred at the Jth position of the
sequenoe 0, we would have
.D~=~Jh. (Rel,l ,... ,PI)
",hioh obviously defines the j th posi tion.
The tl'ro ca~.es are d1fferent1a1;ed by the fact tha t
the sequence of Die given by (33) contains at least two ones.
This 1s obvious if we remember that the set of integers B does
not contain any power of two.
An obvious way to extend the error oorrect1on scheme
Hould be to use the following method, which 18 discussed for
the double error correcting case.
n'Let c be the least integer suoh that
2f'> (A,t t') + ( ,~ t ')
Suppose we define the redundant digi ta Sk i" l' Ski- 2' ••• Sk+e'
by the Bet of congruenoes:
A+ l' A..i'
E L Aa(4 It. ~ 519 : 0 lmcnL 2)0(=1 p=1 ,~
where the elements A,I),h, are defined as in seotion ).21.
It 18 almost obvious, by now, that such a Bcheme
provides double error correction for all C~6es provided that
the system of simultaneous congruences (34) admits a solution.
Examples have shown that this is not necessarily the case. To
illustrate the diffioulty let us consider two examples. The
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congruenoe
I
has no solution.
The system of congruences
+ ~ s,
haS no 8olution, although each of the equations has a solution.
Nevertheless the results obtained by solving the
restricted problem may be used to devise schemea whioh provide
double error oorrect1on, triple error correotion •••• The
schemes that will be proposed have been obtained by trial and
error and have been seleoted from many other workable schemes.
These schemes are certainly not optimum but the writer believes
that, probably for some range of values of k, they may turn out
to be reasonably close to the optimum.
As usual let us call S the sequence of k binary digits
supposed to be put out by the information Source. For double
error oorrection case, it is proposed to use as transmitted
signal S, DI, DZ' Pl and F2.
Where s stands for the k signal digits
··~.:I·:·:·.·.J,
DI stands for the digits of a double error cor-
recting scheme applied to S, using Eq. (20).
D2 stands for the digits obtained by the same
prooedure but applied to D1
Pl~ Pz stands for parity checks on DI and DZ respec-
tively.
.~
.ii
I
~
1
For the triple error correotion case, it is proposed
to transmit the sequences 5, T1 , T2 , D1 , D2 , PI' Pz
where T1 consists of the digits of a triple error
oorreot1ng scheme app11ed to S oomputed
by uSing Eq. (24)
consists of the d1g1rs of a triple error
correcting scheme applied to T1
18 a double error correoting scheme applied
is a double error oorrecting scheme applied
to D1
are pari ty checks on ~ and D2 respectivel.y.
These coding schemes are used as follows: The trans-
m1tted signal oonsists of a sucoession of sequences of digits
euch that eaoh sequence is deducible logically from some pre-
c~dlng one. The receiver ver1fies wheth~r all these relations
bet't-reen the proper received sequences agree or not. For the
t't'TO coding sohemes proposed it oan be verified that any com-
bination of errore (provided their number is no larger than
the maximum number of errors for which the code 18 designed)
will create between the different sequences of the received
Signal some disoordances on the basis of which the errors can
be located and corrected.
For completeness, we mention here that the proposed
schemes will be satisfactory only after a trivial change is
made in the definition of the generalized matrices A~~R and
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the question 1s discussed 1~ Appendix III.C.
The method used to justify the COdAS presented here 18
indicated in Appendix III.D.
3.24 The 1nfluen~e of the delay.
It waS not found possible to determine the transition
probability matrix of a binary channel in which the proposed
correcting codes are used. Thus the oomparison is oarr1Ad out
on a probability-or-error basis.
In order to transmit k bits of information, we use
digits and if we use an a-error oorrecting code, the
(36)
probability that the transmitted symbol is misinterpreted at
the first receiver is given by
1';;;:E (~') p~ 9f.~
~·44'
In practice, only the first term need be taken, thus
p IV (I.') 4+' i~a.-'
- 4+1 P 9
and the probability that the symbol 1s in error, after having
gone through n ohannels is approximately given by:
p ::::, _ (,_:P)'lt.
e,Q.
which, if nP« 1, may be written as
:Pe. Q. ~ 11. :P -l~) 1!1 +l~) :p"'_. ··
.,
and if it 18 legitimate to take into account only the first
term of (35) and (36), then
P "-' (") 4il A'-a.-·
- 1l ettl r Cff,eL
On the other hand, if a digit per dig1t transmission
18 carried out, the probability of error per symbol 1s:
p",:: ,- { ,- Tit }Il. ()8 )
where Pe is given by Eq. (Il,10). If the latter equation 1s
expanded in series, we obtain after simplifications:
which combined with the expansion of (38), becomes
It must be remembpred that the reduction of the probability
of error, as indicated by Eqs. (37) and (39) 1s achieved at
the cost of three items:
(1) The rate is reduced:
,
we need k digits instead of •
k digits. However when k 1s fairly large, ~ being in practice
I
only a few un1ts J the relatlve difference between k and. k 1s
small.
e
(2) The delay 1s 1ncrea.sed by nk' z'w seconds 1'lhere W 18
the common bandwidth of the cascaded channels.
(3) The amount of equipment is increased.
The formulas given 1n the discussion at:>ove may be
illustrated by the following numerioal examplesa
Exam'ple I n :=. 100 k =100
p Pp Pe,l p p e,36,2
10-4
.67 5.67 10-3 2.95 10-5 2.59 10-9
10-5
.105 5.67 10-5 2.95 10-8 2.59 10-13
10-6
.01 5.67 10-7 2.95 10-11 2.59 10-17
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Example II n 100 k 1000
~ p Pp Pe.l Pe,2 p e, 3
--4·
• 730 .399 .0179 5·77
..4,10 10
10-5
.630 • 050 1.8 10 5.77 10-8
10-6 .088 5.1 )0-4 1.81 10-8 5-77 10-12
1 10-7 .00995 5_1 10-6 1.81 10-11 5.77 10-16
The fact that these coding procedures may actually
lead to the maximum efficienoy may be intuitively felt by con-
sidering the caSe of p= 10-5 in the second table. A three-
error correcting check produces, at the cost of a few p~rcent
increase in Signal length a probability of error per message
through the whole oascade ne~rly 200 times smaller tlmn the
probability that a Single pulse is misinterpreted after going
through a Bingle channel.
It might be of 1nterest to point out that, in the
case of p= 10-7• if the samples were repeated as they are re-
ceived ( that 1s '\(1thout requantlzat1on) the probabl11 ty of error
of a single pulse after a couple of channels would have been al-
ready reduced to approximately 10-4 and after 100 channels to
.37 (in those conditions the probability that ,a group of 100
digits is without errors is of the order of 10-20 1)
The threshold Phenomenon(24) is also clearly exhibited
in both tables: it is immediately perceived if the first and
last columns are read simultaneously. Mathematically, Eq. (37)
makes this threshold phenomenon obvious, and, of oourSe the
larger is "a" the more pronounced is the threshold phenomenon.
3.25 ~rther considerations on error oorre~ting oode8~
The use or error oorreotlng codes lnoreasee the length
of the signals. It might be or interest to oonsider what happens
it the bandwidth 1s 1~creaged in euch 8 way that the rate at
whioh information 1s sent remains oonstant. As US11S1 we assume
that the noise is gaussian and additive, for simplioity, we
81eo assume thst its power spectrum 18 flat at least throughout
the frequenoy band or interest. AB a reBult, the noise power
1s inoreased in proportion to the inorease in bandwidth.
As the ohannel oapaolty of the oontinuous ohannel,
affeoted by gaussian additive noise, 1nereaees as W 1noreases
(the signal power S remaining oonstant) it might at first
appear that the performanoe of the system under consideration
ehould also 1mprove as the bandwidth lnoreasee. It 1s found
that this 1s not always the case. This 1s to be expeoted,
since we Violate the conditions required tor maximum rate
of reoeived information (for the oontinuous ohannel) in at
least two aspeots: 1) the input probability dlstrloutlon
should be gaussian and 2) the dete etlon should be done by
cross-oorrelation. In the Oase under oonsideration, the ln~
put samples are restrioted to take, with equal probability,
the values ~ 1 anG the received signal 1s deteoted pulse by
pulse.
We consider two examples, both 1nvolving cascades
of 100 ohannels (n = 100).
~ple I. The messages to be transmitted are coded by
blooks of 40 bite at a time (k = 40). The Blg~ala require
46, 58 and 76 pulses tor the single, double and triple error
oorreoting code. respeotively. The probabilities or error
are given in the follow1ng table.
p Pp P P Pe,l e,2 e,3
~
10-8 4 10-5 8 10-10 1.05 10-111.03 lO~10
10-6 4 10"3 3.2 10-6 7.7 10-1 1.92 10-6
10-5 4.2 10-2 3.3 10-4 4.45 10-5 2.62 lO~
Example II. The signals require 88, 101 and 124 ~ulBe9 tor the
single, double and triple error correotlng oodes respeotively.
The probabilities or error are tabulated he~e8tter.
n : 100 k:a. 80
p p p
e,l
p p
p e,2 e,)
10-8 8 10-5 3.45 10-10 1.07 10-12 8.1 10-14
10-6 8 10-3 3.45 10-6 1.6 10-8 J_.O 10-8
10-5 8.3 10..2 1.53 10-4 2.1 10-6 1.1 10-6
A8 k beoomes larger. the 1noresBe 1~ the number
of pulses beoomes relatively smaller, (tor exsmple it k ~ 1000
tr1ple error correot1on 1s prov1ded by an increase of 6% in
length) and therefore the lnoreaee in bandwidth ha~ lees pro-
(~~~? nounoed etteots. Nevertheless it should be borne in mind thsti:
~
tor k =100 the inorease in bandwidth has important effeots
and should not be negleoted.
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CHAPTER IV
AHE OPERATION OF THE INTEFMEDIATE
STATION AS A DESIGN PROBLEM
4.0 Introduotion
In this ohapter we attempt to optimize the operation
o:r the intermediate etatlon. For that purpose it la oonvenient
to define a new term. We shall oa11 "intermediate station
transfer oha~acter18tl0I • or for ahort. "transfer ohar!Aoterls-
tlo, n the funotion which relates the output el~rlal to the input
signal ot the intermediate station. In other words, the trans-
fer charaoterl~t10 desoribes mathematloal1y what wee usually
called t_he "operation of the intermediate etatlon." l'lhen the
intermediate station operates ae a repeater, i.e., retransmits
the received signal as it is, the transfer charaoteristic 1s
an identity operator. When the intermediate station retransmits
the signal having the largest a-posteriori probability (of hav-
ing been .the originally transmitted one) the corresponding
trsnefer oharaoteristio will be called maximum a-posteriori
transfer oharaoteristio (abbrevlsted M.A.P.T.C.).
In the tlret seotion the oriterion of design 1e
stated and dleoussed. In seotion 2 the equations dete~mlnlng
the optimum transfer charaoterlet1c in the general cage are
der1ved formally for 8 oascade of two ohannels. In order to
Qbt81n 8 soluble set ot equations, the problem ls, then,
slightly modified and restricted to a sample by sample re-
transmission at the intermed1ate station. Under thl~ oondl-
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tlon, the ~pt1mum input probability distribution and the
optimum transfer oharaoterletl0 are obtained for the gaussian
additive noise osee: it 18 shown that the linear transfer
oharsoterlstl0 is optimum. Next the same problem t8 ooneldered
in the case where the transmitter Bends identical pulses ot
either polarity. In order to obtain soluble equat10ne the
words we l~equlre the per-un! t equivocation
oaused by the faot (already pointed out
at present, we d~ not know how to handle
effioiently information represented by 8 Bet of a-posteriori
oriterion or design 18 modified and the transfer oharaoter1e-
t10 minimiz1ng the probab1lity of error 1e obtained numerioally.
The equation def1n:lng this transfer oharaoter1stio 1s also
obtained by a e1mple heuristi0 reasoning. The differenoe be~
tween a maximum 8-]~eterlorl probabi11ty deteotor and an
~ptlmum" detector (that 1s a deteotor whioh would extraot
all the 1nforllSt1on. oontained in the reoeived signal) 1s
oomputed numerically for a simple oase.
4.1 The Criterion ot Design
At first sight, it might appear that the oriterion
of design should require the maximization of the rate of recep-
tion of information. This point of Yiew, however. implies an
unwarranted idealization: in moet practioal situations, we are
not only interested in getting as muoh information (about the
as possible but we also require that the
should oonta1n most of the information
transm1tted signals)
information received
transmitted, in other
~
J. to be small. This 1s:~j'-
1n Chapter III) th.at,
probabilities. When the information reoeived is represented
by the member of the eet hav1ng the largest a-posteriori
probability, it appears that the primary faotor of importance
1e the per~unlt equivooation.
Thus the or! tarlon that we shall lIse 18 the m1n1m1za-
t10n of the per-unit equivocation wh1c}1 1s eq~11valent to max1-
mlz1ng the information received when the 1nform9t1on transmitted
1s kept constant. Of oourse the obtainable per-1.~,nlt equivoca-
tion depends on the relsG1ve magnitude of the ra~ce of trans-
mission and the ehannel oapaoity in the sense tho.t e reduotion
or the rate of transmission of information will reduoe the per-
unit equivocation.
For elmpliolty, we consider exclusively a oascade of
two ohannels (see Fig. IV,I). The transmitted signal x 18 re-
ceived by the intermediate station reoelver as y. The latter
signal 1s retrAnsmitted by the intermediate station 8S a eig-
nal X which is finally reoeived at R2 as Yo The problem is
then: given an adequate ensemble of signals x, find the
intermediate station transfer ohara~erlBtl0wh10h will maximize
the 1nformation reoe1ved. Let the amount of information (about x)
supplied by Y be lndloated by I(x,Y).
The quant1ty I(x,Y) is obta1ned by averaging over the
ensembles or signals x and Y. In partloular we may imagine that
it has been obtained by averaging I(xY I Yi), (the information
about x prov1ded by Y, when a particular y, say Y1' has been
reoeived by Ei) over the ensemble of all signals Y1. Onoe the
~"":"'-- . -
.. .' ..
TI
--
x y R, 4> (y)
~
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T2
y
....
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transfer character1et10 1e chosen, the quant1ty I(xY I Y1) may
be computed tor any Y1 snd may be oonsidered to provide a
measure tor the performanoe of the system in that particular
oase. In other words, I (xY , y 1) may be oonsidered ae a meas-
ure of the effeotiveness or the "strategy" adopted; here the
strategy under evaluation 1s the transfer ohara~terlet10.
I (xY I Yi) will therefore be referred to as the performanoe
factor. There is no reason to believe that this performanoe
faotor haa any basic elgnlf1eanoe other than that its average
18 equal to I(xY). As s matter of fact, it 18 not ueed
directly, in what follows. However, it has been found of
great use in the derivation of the results that follow and for
that reason it 1s mentioned here. It can easily be obtained
from the following expressions:
= - L
~"Y
or I (x. y/ ~d = - L P(j(.. Y/~J eo~ 2:1. (y) (1)
xJY r(Y/~)
where P(xY I 11) 1s the probability of the pa1r xY when Y1 18
the signal rece1ved by Rl •
It the signals x and/or the signals Y range over a
continuous domain, the sums are replaced by integrals without
diffioulty since the integrand would then be invariant with
respeot to any changes of scales of either x or Y.
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It 1s of interest to point out that, in some cases,
whAtever the tranBfer oharacteristic la, the performanoe
faotor I(xY / 1i) will be negative for some Yi's. Consider the
following example: Suppose that the input elgnalo x have all
equal a-priori probabilities and that a y exists, eay Yo,
suoh that the oonditional ~obabilitles rex/yo) are All e~lal.
Thus when Yo 1s reoelved by Bi, the intermediate 9ta1~ion has
received no information (about x) since the eete of ])roba-
billtles p(x) and rex/yo) are identioal. As a result the
optimum signal that R2 could receive from T2 iB the one that
would mean ~our guess is just as good a8 mine." Even if suoh
a signal were transmitted by T2 , the s1gnal will be distorted
by noise and in some oases, maybe very rare, it will be trans-
formed into Bome other Bymbol which will mislead R2• Hence
sometimes R2 reoeives no information (about x) and at other
times it receives some misleading information. Thus the aver-
age, for that partloular y, will be negative.
4.2 The Equations Specifying the Optimum Transfer Charaoteristic
Suppose that both channels are bandllmlted (their
common bandwidth is W) and that they are affeoted by a contlnu-
Que type of noise, in that, even if their input signals form a
finite eet, the reoeived signals will form an infinite set. We
assume that the alphabet, at the transmitter TI , oonsists of M
---. ---., ---. --t'
symbols represented by M signal-veotors 81 , 82 •••~. Let y
-.. -t'be the signal reoeived at ~ and 1 (y) be the signal retrans-
.......
mitted by '12• Thus the veotor-funotion r(y) oompletely desoribes
82 ..
the intermediate station operation and is the unknown of the
present problem.
From the statistioal proprtles of the nl)1se, we oan
obtain the trsJls1t1on ;>robab111ty densities
p(ll)( Y/ ~(i»)
of the flrBt and seoond channel, respectively.
By the theorem on total probabilities, the equivalent
channel transition probability density is
t (y/:s;) :: Jf· ..[ cLf r(II ( r/S;) ~l~) [ YI <r(r lJ
J)
where the integration is carried out over the domain D of the
signal spaoe in whioh y may happ'en to be.
Using the following well-known expression for the
information reoelved
I = H(y) - H (VIs)
we obtain
I =Jfoo ·[((Y f P(s:) t (y/ S; ) eo~ t ( y/S; )
.Dot
-Jf"L~y [f PlS;} t(Y/S,)] ~o~[f p(f) t( YIS;J] (4)
\-rhere t <1' Is;.) is given by equation (2), and D2 is the domain
~ ~~
of y. Thus the problem 1A to find the vector-function ~(y)
whloh maximizes the amount of information I while fulfilling
the power oonstraint imposed on the transmitter T2:
f PlS:) Ii-·J rll'lilSd ItprF)I2.di = p~
The necessary conditions for maximum I may be written, using
where
Lagrange's method, (see Appendix IV,A)
M
'\ I ' P -+ 0).....-.
.2- _ _I lP rJ) '- (S,) p (u ISi) ~ a
d <f.t ~ lot. 4 £':a.1 I d
~= 1, 2 ••• K; K being the number of samples in 8
signal.
If.c 19) ~ tie rJ..~ component of the veotor (y)
, -IA is the Lagrangian mUltiplier.
(6)
(8)
If we write
using (7) we may rewrite (6) into
tof: 1,2., · .. I()
This set of equations defineR the optimum transfer charaoter-
1Atl0. Thus in order to obtain an optimum design we should
solve the system of K integral equations given by (9). An
exact solution is very nearly hopeless because of the rather
involved oharacter or the equations, indeed the integrand of
(9) 1s itself a functional of the unknown funotions as it is
easily seen 0Y referring to Eq. (8) and Eq. (2). Thus we may
hope to be able to solve the Eq. (9) only in a few very
speoial oases.
4.3 Particular Case: Sample by Sample Transmission Through
Additive Noise
Let ue oonsider the following case: (1) no delay
1e allowed at the intermediate station, thus the e1gne! must
be retransmitted sample by sample; (2) the noise 1s, in both
channels, additive to the signal, and (3) the noise probability
density, say n1 \t), 1e the eame in both channels and 1s an even
funot1on of t. Let UB formulate the problem as follows: using
two transmitters. T1 and T21 or fixed average power, find the
optimum input probability dens~y p(x) and the optimum transfer
characteristio ~ (y). In other words, we have to determine the
functions p(x) and f (y) whioh maximize the amount of informa-
tion (about x) supplied by Y at R2• This problem may be properly
oonsidered as the determination of the ehannel capaoity beoause
the solution of the problem will 8pec1fy the transmitted signals
only by their amplitude probability deneltYe
The average amount of information (about x) supplied
by Y J say I(x,Y), 1s given by
where ~~ (Y) 1e the probab1l1ty dens1ty of the sample Y
(at R2),
t(Y x) is the tranBlt10n probability from x to Y.
The limits of integration have been omitted because
it 1e understood that the 1ntegration interval must
include all points where the integrand 1e different
from zero.
It is easy to see, by direot application of the theorem
on total probability that
We aleo have
';l (Y) =Jr(x) L: (Yr'Co) ax
Thus t (y I'X ) 1s a runc t 10nalor If (y) 8 nd q~ (Y) 1s 1tee1 r a
fun:: t10nal depend1ng on both <p (y) and p(x). Referr1ng to
Eq. (10) we see that I(x,Y) is a funotional of t(Y x) and
ch (Y).
The unknown funct10ns p(x) and ~ (y) must max1mize
I(x,Y) while fulfilling the following constraints:
f p(x) d.~ = ,
f -:x,a p(x) C(X = ~
f <i, (~) [ crl 'I)] ~ d. ~ =- p~
(11)
~here PI and P2 are, respeotively, the average powers of trans-
mitters T1 and T2•
In order to obtain the neoessary conditione for maxi-
mum we introduoe small oontinuous variations J fey) and Sp(x).
If we let
n (t) -= dn,{t)
~ cit
we obtain for the first variation of t(yJx)
(14)
(16)
Similarly the first variation of 9;Y) is
Using Eq. (14) and Eq. (15), the first variation of I(xY) 1s
easily obtained:
~I :I - Id.Y POd '1~(Y) [JdAJ fd x 71, (~-x) 'l1.afv- 'fl~~Jp(%.J -Jd.~ 1.c~' 'l\~[Y-fJ~ CP(~)]
+IdyJd~ tl'll-z.) POJ t{Ylx)0plX)
- Jd X fd'i ~(x) Po t('I' ~JJd~ '1\2 [y- .,(~~ 'tl.l'l-X) ~ fl ~)
The necessary conditions are directly obtained from (16) by
application of the fundamental lemma of the oaloulus of var1a-
t1on.(3~) But in the applioation of this lemma, we must remember
that the unknown probability density p(x) must, in addition
to satisfy1ng the constraints (11) and (1?), be non-negat1veQ
It is expedient then to replaoe p(x) by the square of a (real)
1-
fune tion p (x). Hence ?(:x.):= p'(-x)
and ~ p('x) ~ ~ p'hJ ~ p'tx )
It 1s then found that the neoessary oonditione for maximum
take the form of a set of thre~ equations:
(18)
Eq. (17) must be satisfied for all values of y; for arlY x,
either Eq. (18) or Eq. (19) must be satisfied. The constanta
V, Ii and ~ are the Lagrangian multipliers corresponding
to the oonstra1nts (11), (12) and (13).
4.4 Gaussian Additive Noise
We have already pointed out the importanoe of gaussian
additive noise. 80 let us 88sume that, in both ohannels, the
noise probability density is
where N is the average noise power.
In order to solve the Eqs. (17), (18) and (19) in this
OBse we have only one method available: by phy~ioal reasoning
guess B possible solution and eheok whether it satisfies the
equations.
Let us reoall that the entropy H(y) together with the
information (about x) reoeived by R1 , will be a maximum if and
only it p(x) i8 gauss1an. (6,7) As the no13e in the second
channel 18 also gaussian, it seems natural that the 1nput of
the seoond ohannel sho~ld aleo oe gaussian. For, in that case,
R2 receives 8S muoh informat1on !!i' Jut :t. as possible under the
oonstraint that the average power of T2 18 oonstant. Thus a
linear transfer oharaoteristic is required tor only it f<Y)
1s linear in y, can both y and r (y) have a gaussian distribu-
tion.
At first sight. one might wonder how it is possiole
that a linear transfer chal'aoter1et1c may be optimum, for B
linear transfer eharaoter1stic implies that Borne s1gnAle, e1-
though very rare, are retransmitted with a very large amount
of energy. ThlB oonjeoture 1e not valid because the perforrn-
ance faotor is equal to:
where we assumed P1 = 1 and P2 = 1 + N to simplify the T.lotatlon e
This shows that as y becomes very large, the average amount of
information that R2 receives about x beoomes approximately
proportional to y2. As, on the other hand, the energy is
also proportional to y2, the linear oharacteristic seems
quite natural, sinoe for large Y'8 the (energy) expense becomes
~~ proportional to the (information) return.
To teet this plausibility reasoning, we must sub-
stitute, into the Eqe. (17) and (18), the assumed solution:
-~r(~)= .Jff-
These relatione imply
and
To simplify the notation let us define Rand C2 such that
e,~ ~2.('/) =- 2.~4 +- Cz..
I The manipulations would remain ebsentlally the same if we had
taken
Let
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If 1n Eq. (17) we let
it 1s easy to show that the oontr1but1on of the let term or
(21) 1s
-t '1 (~) CPl~)
faa tl'/I~) =- (~_:)L + C3
where 03 is a oonp,tant independent of. x or Y.
Integration by parte (with respect to Y) of the 2nd
term produoes an integrand of the form
-x,L _~ _ (y- V)2.
i T e a.N e l.N -£Y-z.)
" l Tr " 2. trN ' 'J2, II' H 2 fit
whioh after 1ntegration with respeot to Y, gives
Inverting the order or differentiation and of integration we
finally get
~
I+N
Thus the lett-hand member of Eq. (17), which is the sum of
expression (22) and (23) 1s proportional to the product
~(y) o,.(y), tor all Y, ae it 1s required by (17).
The oheck of Eq. (18) is immediate.
ThUS, 1t hse been shown that the neoessary oonditions
"::;
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for the maximum amount of received information are eat1sfLed
by the gaussian distributed input and the l1neRr transfer
oharaoteristio f (y) = ky.
4.5 The Discrete Case
Consider a two-ohannel system such ae the one repre-
sented in Fig. IV,l. Suppose that the transmitter T1 sends
pulses of unit amplitude and of either polarity, eaoh type of
pulse haVing the same probability. Suppose that the lnter~
mediate station is required to retransmit the samples ae aoon
as they are reoeived. The problem 1s to find, under these oon-
di tions J the optimum transfer characteristic If (y) of the in-
termediate station.
The equation for the optimum f(Y) may be obtained
from Eq. (17) provided we take into aooount that
where d(x) is the usual Dirac or impulse function.
If this Bubstitution is carried cut, the following
equation is obtained. for f (y)
..!.. 11.al~-l)J".tl [Y-fl,ij fog t \lY) dy1 .. 0 lvl,)
+t ?t'C'I tl)!'1lZ['1-ep(~ij fog~ ef'l = AQ (tt) tpillJ ·o ll'lH) la d D ( 25 )
The direct solution of this equation is well nigh
impossible. Nor wss it found possible to devise an apPI'ox1mate
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metllod which would lead to a solution within a reasonable
amount of' time.
On the bas1s of the results of Chapter II, it is clear
that the performance of the system, assuming <fey) =-ky as a
transfer characteristic (where the constant k 1s adjusted to fit
the power cons tra1nt) 18 certainly ~TO rS ethan tha t obtained '~T1 th
a maximum a-:poB teriori probab111 ty trans fer charac teristlc Q It
18 shown ln 4~ppend1x IV.B, that the latter transfer oharacter-
letlc 1s not optimum eithpr. This proof requires only very
general a88Ulnptlone on the 'probabl11 ty dens1ty nl (t) ~
Nevertheless it 1s felt that the problem under con-
stderatlon 1s of sufficient interest to create the need for an
even approximate determination of the optimum r(y). In order
to obtain a simpler equation for ~(y), let us aSsume that the
final receiver ~ operates as a maximum a-posteriori probability
deteotor, that 1s, its output consists of the sample moat likely
to have caused the received sample.
In addition to the assumption that nl(t) is even, let
us assume that ~(t) is a decreasing function of t, for posi-
tive t. As the symmetry of the problem requires that ~(y) be
Odd, it follolA18 that lfhen the rece1ve'd sample Y, at ~J 18
positive (resp. negative) the output of ~ will be + 1 (resp. -1).
1he probability that the output of ~ is in error is then a func-
tional ofr(y) given by
(26)
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Taking into account the average po'ver constraint on f (y)
we obtain the following equation for 'f (y)
1'l. [f/Jlljt] 1t, (~1-') - 'fl. {~-t}
I 11..l~+" +'1\, (~-I)
If th~ Lagrangian multiplier
= A «fl~)
A ,"rere kno''''n, the trane:fer
charaoteris t io r(y) l-rouJ.d be implloi tely defined by (27).
Equation (27) can be solved numer1cally by assuming a particu-
lar value of A and adjusting the ~ by successive approxi-
mations until the solution r(y) satisfies the power require-
ment.
The optimization problem 1s an important problem
be cans e t if 1 t \-Tere solved, 1 t ,-rauld indicate the mos t tha t
can be achieved, by the system under cons1d.eratlo11. As ~le
have seen in section 4.2, the problem, ~~lhen trecltf~d formcllly,
leads to an unsoluble system of equations. Apparently, the
difficulty oomes from the fact that, in this treatm~ntJ at
each step of the derivation, all the charactArlst1c8 of the
system und.er consideration are taken into account. On the
other hand, it seems reasonable to aSsume that if, by lntro-
ducing certain approximations, one could separate, even par-
t1ally, th~ d1ff~rent factors of the problem, one would obtain
an approximation leading to more readily solved equatlons.
This kind of thinking led to a heuristic approach of
the problem. In the particular case under c~n81deratlon it
leads to the exact form of Eq. (27). As it is felt that this
is more than a mere colnc1d.ence 1 this heuristic derivation 1s
given here.
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It 18 intuitively clear that the optimum transfer
charactprist1c should depend on the following three factors:
(1) A sample of arnplltuoe y received at Rl' has a
IIvaluell which 1s a function of y.
(2) The usefulness (to the last receiver R2) of a re-
transmitted sample of amplitude Cf (y) is a function of <f (y).
(3) The intermediate station transmitter TZ has a fixea.
average pOl-rer.
S1no~ we wish to derive heuristically the condition
resulting from the minimization of the probability of error, we
should use only probability concepts. Suppose y 1s recAlved
and <f (y) is retransmittflct, let us find a funct1.on of y and,
If (y), say F [y, 'f/(y)] , which N'ill reprflsent the average
value, to the last receiver R2 , of the sample retranslnitted as
<f (y).
If the sample y received at Rl 18 positive and if,
as a consequence, it 1s assumed that + 1 'l"la8 transmitted_ by TI ,
the probability of error p(y) 1s given by
for y > 0
Since the channel preceding the int~rmBd1ate station
has a binary input let us consider the quantity 1 - 2p(y) whose
form 1s identical to the quantity of interest in the analysis
of casoaded binary channels, cf. Eq. II,9. If p(y) :: i, the
received sample y 18 of no information value and 1 - 2p(y) =- 0
If p(y) = 0, the received sample has the maximum information
our case
(31 )
(28)
(30)
Geometr1cally, in terms of a Hilbert space in ,""hich
~(y) is a point, the condition (3l) represents a surface to
which the point ~(y) is constrained. The problem i8 then to
maximizes
[Activeness of the retransmitted sample fey) from the point
of view of the last receiver. A natural choice would be the
probability Pc [If (y)] that the retransmitted sample lj(Y)
~!111 be cor'rectly interpreted by the last receiver. rrhus in
where
Since lole are 1nterestpd in optimizing the averag'e behaviour
subject to the condition that
<[~lt)]a.>~~ p
of the communication system, we muat obviously consider the
average value of FLy, ~(y)) , the averaging being carried out
over all ylse
Thus the problem 1s then to find the ~(y) which
value and 1 - 2p(y) :: 1. Thus l,re might exp~ct that 1 - 2p(y)
occurs as a factor in F [ Y, \f (y >1. It Bef>ffiB reasonable to
further aSsume that the second flictor must describe the ef-
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find a point on that surface for which the scalar (10) is
maximum. At that point, the surface (31) and the surface
will have a common normal. Hence at that point, we shall
have
r(~} '\., :tp Fly, Cfliil
If '-'8 take into account Eqe. (28) and (29), 1-1e obtain
which 18 identical to Eq. (27).
4.6 Special Case of Gaussian Noise.
Let the noise be gau8f.lan and adcliti'Te. I.et N be
th~ average noise pOvTer, then! the noise probabill ty densl ty
is given by Eq. (20). Taking this into account Eq. (27)
becomes
This equation has been solved numerically for ~ =1 and ~ =4.
The solutions are presented in Fig. IV,2. We used them to com-
pute the probability of error Pe and the per-unit equivocatlo~
I
E. For purposes of comparison, the probability of error Pe
I
and the equivocation E have been computed on the basis of the
maximum a-posteriori probability transfer characteristic (for
short M.A.P.T.C.).
I IPe Fe E E
S
.257 .267 .825 • 850- =1N
S ..
.0432 .0445 •257 e262--4N
It should be stressed that as the signal to noise
ratio becomes large, the solution of (32) resembles more and
more the M.A.P.'f.C. and the transition region of the 801lltion
of Eq. (32) gets smaller and smaller.
The results indicated by the table above are of
interest because they give the largest decrease in the
probability of error that can be achieved under the uondition
of sample by sample retransmission. They imply, therefore,
that any other strategy, such as, for example, requantizing the
received sample y to a larger number of levels, will not lead
to an appreciable improvement in the system, once the Signal
to noise ratio 1s larger than, say, 4. In fact some of these
possibilities have been investigated by the writer and the re-
eul ts ,·rere found to be 'tvi thin the bounds indicated by the tabl ~
above.
ES8Antially, the equation for ~ (y) was obtained in
a soluble form at the cost of minimizing the probability of
error instead of maXimizing the information contained in the
reoeived sample. It would be therefore of interest to evaluate
the difference between the information conte~t of the 1nput-
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sigrlal and the output-signal of the recetver defined above.
This could bA done only in the follo",1n~ s1mple case: The sys-
tern consists of a 81n§.'lA channel perturbed by ga.u8A1Hn adelitive
noise, its input consists of samples of amplitude! 1, th€~ re-
cA1ver oppratea as a maximum a-posteriori probability detector.
~'hUB the informatiorl per pulse (about what waS translnitted)
co~ta1ned. in the deteotor's output ls, in bits,
where
I,.,:I-~rp)
r ~ 'f (~)
The amount of information per sample contained in the
received signal and tha t, by deflni t 10 n, 't'rQuld be cont&lned in
the out!)ut of an "optimum lt c1eteccor 18 g'i.ven by
where
(33)
( 34·)
The results are presented on Fig. IV,) and the detal1p of the
d€r1vat1on are presented in Appendix IV,C. These results are
in accordance with the tntuitive feeling in that, for large aig-
nal to noiBe ratios, the rela~ive differenc£ in the information
content 18 small and that it becomes quite apprec1ablA vThen the
signal to noise ra tic aPI)roaches unl ty 41
4.7 Conoluding Remarks
Ordinarily the intuitive feeling which guides the
expert 1s built up by the experience of many simple caS8Sc In
the domain which 1s the object of this work only a fpw ca888
have been treated. Therefore an~J" conc:Luslon ffil.A.8 t be cc,ns1clered
tentat1 ve and 18 made ,-,1 th the aim of oommuntca ting" a ~;ray of
thinking rathpr than summarizing, in a fe111 bolcl sentences, the
basic nature of the problem.
The character1stic d.1I'fer€~nce bet\'Teen the problpffi of
communication througll channels in cascade and_ tha t of CC)mnlunl-
cation through a single channel 18 th~t. in the latter case,
the transmitter possesses the complete kno"rledge of ,-rhat it
should transmit. Whereas in thp cascade, each intermediate
station has o"y partial information about what it liould J.ike
to transmit. In fact, the in1'ormation available 'to the inter-
mediate station 18 in the form of a Bet of a-posteriori proba-
bl11t~ea.
The amount of (selective) lnformation required. to
specify this set of probabilities 1s infinite. Even if the
probabi11ties were specified only approximately, it 1s usually
very much greater than the amount of information (about vmat has
been transm1tted by the first transmitter) supplied by the re-
ceived signal. As a result, the intermediate station must re-
transm1 t one or a felv of the characteristi ffi of the set of a--
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posteriori probabilities. A convenient cht:lracteristlc to re-
transmit is the member of the set having the largeEJt probability.
This corresponds to the maximum a-posteriori probability trans-
fer characterist1c. In this particular case, it appRar8 that
the important factor 1s the per-unit equivocation of the
channel (or of the cascade of channels) which precedes the
~ 1ntermediate station under consideration. vThen tile per-unit
equ1voca t10n 18 small J the sum of the probe..biltt1es of all the
other members of the set 18 small) 80 that the spec1flcp,tion of
the member having the largest probability conveys nea~y all thA
i nforma tlon con talnHc1 in the r~c e 1ved. signal. "lhen the per-- uri! t
equ1vocati on 18 aPPl~ec1ableJ the 8 pee lflcatlon of tha t ffipmbe I-
indicates only on~ of the many characteristics of the set of
a-posteriori probabilities. This way of thinking makes it
clpar that, 1n the cases where the per-unit equivocation (per
channel) 1s apprpciable, the performance of the cascade should
detprlorate rapidly as the number of uascaded channAls 1n-
creaseSa It also makes obvious the reaSon why such techniques
as the requant1zatlon of pluses at each intermediate station or
th~ complete detection of the signals at each intermediate
8 ta t10n play 8llCh an important role in the performblnc e of tr1e
cascade.
Appendix III,!
'0'
The oharaoteristic values of the M by M matrlx~
p
p
P
b
b
P
p b
where b = 1 -(M - l)p, are respectively 1 and 1 - Mp •
The oharaoter1st10 values are solution of the deter-
mlnental equation
o
p
p
o ., ..
p
p - 0
p o
where c -= b - ~
thSubtracting the last oolumn trom the 1st, 2nd, •..• (M - 1)
oolumn we get
(0 - p)
o
o
(0 - p)
o
o
::0
(p - 0)
(0 p)
(p - 0) (p - b)o
Adding the 1st, 2nd, ••• (M - l)th row to the last row we get
(0
- p) 0 P \ M-.. .
-
(,-~) (6 - ~ j ==0
.......
0 (0 .. p) p..
p
.
..).0 0 0 1
or
la2..
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The probability that an error will ocour somewhere in the
Consider a signal or R binary pulses, the whole
signal being repeated 2~ + 1 times. The probability that
a partioular pulse of the signal will be misinterpreted is:
.2 -ttl
I ~ (~~+') (3 (2.0(+' - fJ)pe =- L- \ (3 p q(3=0<+1 I
signal 18
P' ,eD, lR) ,le =: I-(I-Pe ) ~ C pe - 2. Pe. t'··
p~ < fp~
r~ < 0( t.z:+- I) pc( ~ t(~1But
The probability pI Is a decreasing funotlon of oe.. , end
e
p~ --t- 0 liS 0( ---+ 00 thus, for suffioiently large ~, eP~ < 1
and the tl):est term or the binomial expansion is an upper
bound to p~,
,
By 8tlrl1ngs formula, ('~') 2-< 2. &1(+' '10( ~:::::: 2 "'" .6t-v;rtr Vi{
hence
p~ <
;j/z. 4 If( -i tt+ e < ~ l '11' ~ )I( 0( 312.0( P ~ .&..VI \/if
and
I~ppend1x III.~
The double and the triple error oorreoting oheeks,
deBcr10ed in section 3.23. should ~e modified in a trivial
way in order to meet thE following obJeotion. Fo~ slmp11oity,
this obJeotion will be formulated in deta1l tor the double
error oorreotlng oase.
Cons1der a particular oombination of two errore,
one affeoting the pulse sequence S and the other affecting D1
suoh that the resulting sequenoes Sr and Vi agree wlth eaoh
other. Let us remember thst the sequenoe Dl ls obtained
from S by oarrylng out the operations speoified by Dq. (20).
It 1s clear that such a situation osn ooour only if
(8) the error stfeotlng S oocurs in a position to whioh
is aSBoolated a number~ the binary representat10n of wh10h
oontalns only 8 single ~ne.
(b) this dig1t, just mentioned, is the one affected
by the 2nd error, that le, the error stfeot1ng DIe
Essentially the 2nd error eraeee the treoe or the
1st one. These oocurrenoee will obviously be avoided if to
single errors are assooiated numbers the binary representa-
tions of whioh contain at least two ones.
We shall now show that if k > 2, ~e can alwaye
assooiate to single errors, numbers the binary representat10ns
of whioh oontain 9 single one.
The number of these numbers is el' lt R1 is the
number of pUlses oonta1ned in Dl • On the other hand PI is
1s defined as the least lnt~ger auah that
2 f• ') ~ ... l~)
Thus, in order to fUlfill our supplementary oond1tl -
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(e1)
we need to have in sdd1'tlon
2e,_P >{ (02),
since there are k posBlble single errore in 8. It is obvious
/1 that, for large k, 01 implies 02. It oan be verified that it
18 indeed 90 ex~ept for the ease or k = 2.
A elml1ar reasoning will show that for the triple
error oorreotlng case we must impose the following requirements:
(8) single errors should be 8BAoc1ated to numbers the
binary representations of whioh oontain at least tnree ones.
(b) double errore should be assooiated to numbers the
binary ~epreeent8tlonB of which contain at least ,·two ones.
We shall show that onoe k > 3, we oan always fulf1ll
these additional requirements.
Indeed the triple error correoting oode T associated
to the sequenoe S has a number or pulses e defined as the
least number e suoh that
Ze> ~ to (~) +(~) (C3)
Condition ~ requires
Condition b requires
(04)
(05)
Again it 18 ob~lous that for large k, (04) and (C5)are implied
by (03). It oan be verified numer10ally that it 1s also the
case tor small k provided k) ).
'06.
Appendix IIl.D
The aim of this appendix 1s to show how the aodes
presented in the text may be justified. We shall reason only
on the triple error correcting case.
The proof 1s carried out by oonsidering all possible
OBses. To oonslder them all here would be very long, especially
in view of the tact that the reason1ng used fells into a few
definite patterns. We shall therefore: examine here a few
typioal oases.
(8) Suppose that three errore oacurred in the sequenoe
T1 ; henoe the reoeived sequenoe T1 differs from T1 by three
digits. The reoeived signal 1s then S Ti T2 D1 D2 PI P2.
As B'tated in the text J the reoeiver usee th1s signal to
verify whether all the relations between the proper reoelved
sequenoes agree or not. rn the present oase, there are dis-
oordanoes between Sand r the one hand, and Ti and T2 onT1 • on
the other. The pairs T2 - D1 , D1 - D2, D1 - PI and D2 - P2
are found to agree. We mUBt remember that the oode 1s designed
to correct all errore provided their total number is '3- ThuB
we constantly assume in the reasoning here that the number of
errors whioh did ocour is ~3. From the discordanoes, it 1s
concluded that there 1s ·at least one error in the first three
sequences S, Tr , T e
1 2
Thus there CBn be at most two errors in the last
five sequenoes T2 , D1 , D2 , PI and P2. A moment of refleotion
to?
will ~how that no two errors could have affeoted these sequenoes
and at the same time produoe the agreement~ between the above
mentioned paire. Hence T2 1s free trom any errore and is used
to oorrect T~. The oorrected sequenoe obtained from Tf is
round, in this oaee, to agree with 5, from whioh it is deduced
that 8 was correctly reoeived.
(b) SUPpoBe a pair of errors ooourred 1n 8 and a single
error affeoted T2• The reoeived signal is then of the form
Sr Tl~DlD2PlP~ The reoeiver notes the following agreements
D1 - D2• D1 - Pl' D2 - P2 and the following disoordances
Sr - T1 , T1 - T~, T~ - D1 • In order to obtain these three
disagreements at least two sequences muat oontain some errors.
Thus, at most, a single error oould have affected the last three
sequenoes, D2 • P1 and P2. It is obvious, then, that D2 1s free
from errors and so 1e ~ (on the baeie o~ the agreement D1 ~ D2).
Dl may be ueed to oorrect T?t for, indeed, it 1s known that all
errors did not oocur in the same sequence, thus T2 1s affected
by at most two errore. In the present case, the corrected T?
..-...
will agree with Tl , which in its turn, will be used to oorrect S.
(0) Suppose one error affected T1 , another D2 and the
last P2• The reoeived sequenoe 1s then of the form
5, T~, T2 , Dlt D~t Pl'~. The reoeiver notes the following
agreements T2 - Dl , Dl - Pl , D~ - ~ and the following dis-
oordances.S ~ Ti. Ti - T2t Dl - D~. This last disoordanoe in-
dioates that at least one error must affect one of the Die. The
other two discordanoes indicate that at least one error affects the
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first three sequences. From the first co~olus1on and the
fact that PI (resp. P~) agrees with Dl (reep. D~) it follows
that one or the piS 1s in error. Thus there are at least
three errore and s1nce we need only oons1der tho oases where
not more than three errore oocurred, we oonclude that a B1n~le
error affects the sroup STrT2. Remembering that this single
error causes the disoordances S - Ti and Ti - T2 it follows
that the error affects Tl , henoe S is free from any error.
Obviously the aaBes in whloh several errors affect
a single sequence are very eae11y deal~ with because the
errore are easily looated. The oases where eaoh one of
several sequences are atfeoted by a single error require
subtler reasoning but ees'!nt1al1y the technique 1s the same
as in the csse C. In order to oonvince the reader we shall
consider a second s1tuation of this type.
(d) Suppose one error affected 8 , another T2 and the
last one D2• The received sequence is then of the form
sr, Tl , ~, Dl , ~, PI' P2. The receiver notes the following
agreement Dl - PI and the follOWing disoordanoes Sr - Tl ,
Tl - T~, T~ - Dl , Dl - ~, ~ - P~. From the first three dis-
cordances at leaet two sequences of the set S, TI , T2, Dl must
be 1n error. In addition. trom the last disoordanoe, some
error mu8t affect either D2 or P2' hence at moat two errore
(in two different sequenoes) must have affeoted the set
S, T1 , T2, Dl • Thus (if the total number of errors is ~ 3,
the only case we are interested in) PI is oorrect and trom the
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agreement Pl - Dl we oonc1ude that D1 is a1eo oorreot. Binee
we know that all three errors did not affect the same sequenoe,
the double error oorreoting oodp, D1 will suffice to obtain the
oorreot B from the reoeived eequanoe.
Using the same method to diseuse all other possible
cases, 1t may be shown that the proposed code allOWS the oor-
reot 8 to be extraoted from the reoeived sequences pl·ovlded .
they were not affected by more than three errore.
J 10-
Appendix IV. A
MacLaurin's series, neglecting terms higher than the 1st order,
-.-.,..
Let 10(Y) be the optimum transfer characteristic.
Consider a continuous bounded vector function it(Y) and a real
number £ such that, for small enough 6' 8 , Eo liCY) is for
all yl 8 very small.
If 1':8 replace If: by rp; + € i in the expre8sion
'-"1-----for t(Y 81 ) we obtain the transition probability density cor-
responding to the new transfer characteristic. This probability
Let us e~'''l)and the tnteg-ra11d in
thUB
deneity is a function of ~
""here
tI-1e the Gl- component of ~
and l/) i8 the oltl. component of r:
1e« 0
The variation of t(yISi) is then, using (IV,2),
(A.1 )
The variation of the information received 18
Sr =1r-J J y&Pl$ij [, + f.ca t(Y/~)] ~ t{y/S:)'
- JJ-J JY['1-~ ~IFl~}tlY'~)] t, P(S;)dt(11S:J
"I •
or
dI =}J .·.jt PlS;) j.n - _ t!yI~~ dt (YI~ ) d~
L=.wd 2 P(~ t (y I ~)
f
If "'8 substitute in the last equation St(il 8i ) by its value
accordlng to Eq. (B.l). and if \-re use the fundamental lomma of
variation caloulus,(3 0 ) the equations for the optimum ~(y)
'vQuld be
if
d 1 ,=0 (o{-":I,~"" 1<)
d <eli.
~ ~~o(y) had not to fulfill any constraint,
Remembering that
(i:.I,Z, ... M)
it is clear then that expression (B.2) is equivalent to (IV.?).
If, as in the text, the optimum veotor function
~(y) must satisfy the pm'fer constraint (IV.S), using Lagrange ls
method one obtains immediately Eq. (IV.6).
Ill.
Appendix IV.B
The aim of this appendix is to show that the maximum
a-posteriori probability eharactel~lst1c 18 not optl1num. To do
80 ~'e consider a modified transfer c~haracterlstic "rh1ch, for
~ -= 0, reduces to the ~precedlng ()oe. It is shown that for
lnflnl te~Ly small II , the information received 18 larg:er than
that obtained in the case ~ ~ o.
Both transfer characteristics are repraseIlted in
The transfer probabil1 ty dens1 ty of the sClulvalent
Fig. IV. B. The size of the modified transfer charaeter~i8tic
•~ IS, the retransmitted sample ,nIl be
18 obtained from the condi tlon too t the averazp PO\'l tSr of thp
tlon is given by:
t (y I') =ft f 11(1)] "n..(Y-I) +[t · 71.(.)] ~, lV""')
intermediate station should remain unchanged. Thus, for small
channel for the case of maximum a-posteriori probability detec-
~lhere
-1\.{et) = l~/1l,ltJd..t
o
In order to obtain the transfer probability density
of the equivalent channel for the case of the modlfl~d charac-
teristic we note first that the second channel is used as a
tl11~e~ l~vel pulse system. The transl tion probability nlatrlx of
the first channel 1s
J.. ... '1l(.-~j
L
..L + 'n.l,-~J
2.
ol-(/)a::~
I
~
I
~
I
oa
I
lJJ
I
l.L~~V
I
=1~I+IIII
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-
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-
~
I
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-
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I
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I
I
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The transition probability density of the second channel LS
thA column matrix
1J'l, [ Y- '-.1 tn.,l. ij
,It\. l y)
Thf~ equ1valent-channel-probabil1 ty density 18 gl ven by the
prt)duct of" the t,~o matrices J thu8 1~e obtain respectively
We have
1rThere 1~re neglected the second order terms in Ii .
Thus when ~ changes from zero to an infinitely
small value, t(YI 1) changes by
St (.".) =t ('1") - t (",,)
WL
The change in the density of Y is
S11 (v):. ~ l'l,ll} { 2..", L'f' - '"". (y-I) - 11., (Y +I) +1: /Jl.( (".... ) - ±1'J1~ (y- t)J
The change SI in the average amount of information recp.ived
is:
lilt.
and. by substltution:
~1here
The last three terms, when integrated, may be recognized to be
-i-- times the gain of information received when the re-
illJt, l')
transmitted amplitudes are rai.sed from "!. 1 to t[.+A-n..l'J] ·
As it is clear that this must produce a gai.n in information
reoeived, these three terms make a positive contribution to
the integral (1).
The second factor in the first term in F(Y) may be
written as
and consequently the contribution of the first term may be
, 15.
wr1 tten as
QJ
J [Ik,(yJ- 1\.. (y-,)J I,..., ( ,- ~ "Yl,2{I)[ IJl,L"t-.) -1l.(l .... ') ]7..l d't"-AJ -n. (y-' )+'1t, (Yt-J) f
-co
Under the condi tion that t1t,{1-') is a non-decreae, ing
'n.(yt,)
function of Y for Y "> 0, "re carl Sh01il that 'this last integral i8
•
positive.
fi ed ~·Th.en
Let U8 note that the condit1on just stated is satis-
t1. -~.
/)\. l t J "-' i iN or '~lhen ttl. it }rv E,
t
The logarithmic term in the last integ'ral is an even
func tion of Y \'rhich haa a maximum at Y = 0, is cons tantly de-
creasing for Y ') a and as Y -P CO 1 t reaches the value
If we write the logarithmic factor of the integrand
of (2) as A + f (y), where ¥ (Y) is positive and even, ,""e ~et
for the integral (2)
2. JOOflyJ 1'1l,(YI cl Y 2.JCCflY)/Yl,l'l-') dY
-00 .~
't'rhich
J
from the properties of IJl:l (y) and I(y), is p081 t1ve.
q.e.d.
, 16.
Appendix IV.C
The purpo8 e of th1s apI)endlx 1s to determine the
numerical value of 1 0 , as defined by Eq.• (IV.JJ).
It 18 conven1ent here to use, in expression ()J),
natural logari thros instead of logar1 thms to the blise 2, the
(e )
result 18 then written as I o •
.~ Using (J4), He get
- 1- ,--~ lJurN
(C.l)
(0.2)
The first term of (~J) is itself a sum of two terms Xi and X2
Since p(yl 1) + p{y 1-1) is even it is evident that Xl = X2 •
In order to compute ~, for positive y l 8 ,ore use Eq. (C.l) and
for negative y1e Eq. (C.2), thus
X,::: - LJCD~4VN
o
_1./ 0 ~
2 V;;
-CD
" 7.
HAnce, by simple transformations,
,
X, :: t F, vliirn' + ~ - ~;: + iT [ ,- T( W)]
a.
m ~2. 0 _ (.l:')
1-Z-N -~) J e 2N_L e _ .-&, ('1" e N J~-t~ /iJrN' ~rrNo -m
NO~T for y ~ 0
and since
(c. :3)
the last two terms of (0.3) become reepect1vely,
00 A-i:. (-lJ
~:I T
1/8 •
(C.4)
=
;
~t [ t ( 2. &+'J]e 2,N I - --
'IN
(c. 5 )
If we Itemember that the contribution of the last two terms
of C33) i8 - ~ {ZIT€ H'
we fln~l11y get
and if '{ore combine (C.l~) and (C • .5)
tel - tN={}... 2. +(&.. -,) [I - fl.~)] -2. e Lo vvJe N rN- (J..rtN
....L. f-oD ~·f+i LN (-I)
~f k lit?,)
If 'we use the asymptotic expansion of , - f('X.) vTe get
where
( a( = ., 3, 5, .. )
, 19.
85 :' .000 061 9
87 - .000 006 2
It 1s of interest to compare the· asymptotic v&lues
of 1
M
and 1 0 • Expreesing them both in bl ts 1oJ'e have
I ~ 1- .LM l
Thus in the optimum detector case the equivocation 18 roughly
N times the equivocation of the M.A.P. detector case.
Blogr~phloal Note
Charles Auguste DeBoer wae born in Ixellee
(Belgium) on January 11, 1926. When he was three he moved
to Verv1ers (Belgium), a textile town whose mille are very
muoh like those tam111er to New Englanders. He attended the
pub11c schools or that oity and graduated from High Bohool
~
receiving the IPrix Speoial du Gouvernement." Thanke to
the oourage and the imagination of the Bohool staff the
German oooupant never o8ught up with him and he, therero~e,
geoaped Blave labor in Germany. In 1944, he volunteered
tor aotive service in the Belgian Army. Atter demobilize-
\,..
t10n (1945) he attended the University or L1ege from whioh
he graCuated, in 1949, reoeiv1ng the degree of "Ingen1eur
Rad1o-Eleotrlo1en. 1 He started graduate work at the
Massaohusetts Institute of Teohnology in tall 1949. He
beoame 8 Researoh A~818tant at the Researoh Laboratory or
Ele~tronics 1n February 1951. He married Claudine P.
Osterr1eth in July 1951~
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